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Looking through this month's
American Legion magazine
which carries 12 pages of "A
Modern American Album".
Scenes were shown of various
activities in which Americans
indulge in, all the way from
washing the family oar to tra-
veling. One of the photos was
of the 1964 Valley Forge Boy
Scout Jamboree showing part
of the 50,000 Scouts who at-
tended and there right in the
center of the picture was Dr.
Jim Hart, as big as life.
We searched the faces around
him looking for some Murray
boys but failed to recognise
any of them.
Anyway, here's Dr. Jim:
The chances of this photograph
appearing, out of all the pict-
ures taken, were about a jillion
to one. Or maybe two.
The Doves were calling early
this morning. They mate ear-
ner than most birds.
We had almost forgotten how
much racket the Tufted Tit-
mouse makes. Standing there by
the back door and this tiny
bundle of energy flits in to the
feeder to grab a Sunflower
seed. lie keeps one eye on us
es he sort of gives out with a
soft purr. All of a sudden he
races back and gives a big
whistle, then follows this up
with a two bar trill. We wond-
ered at the noise that can come
from such a little rascal.
Another mouse got in the house
this week. The utility room
door was left, open and he got
in there, worked his way into
the house from there. Sitting
there in the living room last
night and wife spots him runn-
ing under the drapery in the
living room.
Well now, this called for all
cur hunting skill. We pull a
chair away from that part of
the room, open the patio door
She stands there by the door
and we shoo him down the side
of the wall. When he gets to
the door, out he goes. We real-
ly think it was a she because
the mouse looked like it was
heavy with chile We would
much rather she be heavy with
child outdoors than indoors.
Mad* us feel good the other
morning to hear the loud
squawk of a -Yellow Shafted
Flicker. They'll wake you up.
WEATHER REPORT
United Proem I atersat Waal
West Kentucky: A chance of
thundershowers late this morn-
ing or early this afternoon.
Mostly cloudy today with clear-
ing tonight and fair Thursday.
Mild today, colder tonight and
cool Thursday. High today in
the upper 50s to middle 60s, low
tonight in the low to middle
30s, high Thursday in the upper
40s to middle 50s. Wind south-
erly 10 to 15 miles per hour
this morning, shifting to north-
erly 6 to 12 miles per hour
this affernoon and tonight.
Probability of rain 30 per cent
in southwest and 60, per cent in
northeast hall today.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a. m. 354.5,
up 0.1, below dam J. down
2.6.- no gates open.
Bartley Lake, 7 a. m. 3S44.
stationary; below Gun 309.4,
down 0,6.
- 'SIM* 11:241 sat 5:667
•Mcps rose 4:42 IL AL'
60th Wedding Annnersary
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ross
Larry Young Patient
At Vanderbilt Hospital
Larry Young o; Migray Route
One is a patient at the Vander-
bilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.,
after being transferred from
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Sunday.
Young is reported to be suf-
fering a virus infection of the
spine following an attack of
the flu, according to family
members.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Young of Stella
and is married to the former
Joy Penick, daughter of Rev.
/ad M. Leon Penick.TooL
His address is ronY-Tattnetam° 4 They have nine grandchild-Room C 2128, 1161 21st Avenue ren and three greet grandchil-South, Nashville, Tenn. 37203. dren.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ross,
Murray Route Two, celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary
on Sunday, February 22, with
a reception at their home near
Stella.
They were married Febru
23, 1910 at the home of her
parents, the late Mr. and Mrs.
Henry W. Turner, Marshall Co-
unty.
Mr. Ross, a retired farmer, is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs
G. A. Ross, also of Marshall
County.
Mr. and Mrs. Rots have five
children who are Mrs. Doris
Harper of Cleveland, Tenn.,
Mrs. Vanetta Cain of Paducah,
Joe A. Ross of Murray, Dan




Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, .con-
test chairman of the Murray
Woman's Club, has announced
winners in the local music, art,
sewing, poetry, and essay con-
tests sponsored by her club
and held Monday, Mardi 2, at
7:00 p.m. at the clubhouse.
Five piano students compet-
ed in music. Lee Ann Reed,
Benton, won first place; Diane
Clark, University High, second
place; and Kathy Lovett, Callo-
way High, third place. Mrs.
James Kline, representing the
Music Department of the Mur-
ray Woman's Club, presented
the first-place award of $10.00
to Miss Reed. Judges for the
event were Mesdames William
Porter, Richard Farrell, a n d
David Elliott.
Three Murray High students
received awards in the etudent
fashion sewing contest: Donna
Carpenter, first place, $7.00;
Jennie Barker, second place,
$4.00; and Mary Eva Wells,
third place, $2.00. Awards were
• c
ixt 0 11'`ty r. '
*et
presented by Mrs. John Stamps,
chairman of the Home Depart-
ment. In the adult division,
Mrs. Max Hurt modeled the
aqua polyester knit dres3 which
will be entered in the district
contest. Mrs. Don Keller, who
narrated the fashion- show, re-
cognized the Murray High in-
structor who had supervised
the student sewing, Mrs. George
(See CONTESTS, Page 8)
Senior Citizens Club
Plans Luncheon Meet
The Senior Citizens Club will
hold its monthly potluck lun-
cheon at the Community Cen-
ter on Ellis Drive on Friday,
March 6, at noon.
Hostesses for the meeting
will be Mrs. Julius Sharpe, Mrs.
Katie Overcast, and Mrs. Car-
rie Cole.
All members are urged to at-
tend.
IrlttHhoesrpirCOMPROMISE ADOPTEDTuesday Afternoon
BOARD OF REGENTS BILLMrs. Daisy Lee Ferguson ofNew Concord was claimed bydeath Tuesday at 3:50 p.m. atthe Murray-Calloway CountyHospital.
Her death was due to compli-
cations following an extended
illness. She would Dave been 29
years of age on March 5.
Mrs. Ferguson was a mem-
ber of the Bethlehem Church
of Christ in Henry County,
Tenn., and had been active in
the New Concord Parent-Teach-
er Club.
Survivors are her husband,
Burman Ferguson, and two
sons, Steve, age 11, and Ricky,
age six, all of New Concord;
her father, Ivan Hutson of Ha-
zel Route Two; her mother,
Mrs. Addle Hutson of New Con-
cord; two sisters, Mrs. J. T.
(Bobbie) Moyers of Chicago, IlL,
and Mrs. Elvis (Faye) Matheny
of Howell, Mich.; two brothers
Logan Hutson of Lincoln Park,
Mich., ant, Dest4isstsie_m_qf Ci-
cero, M.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Brd. John
Dale and Bro. Billy Gallimore
officiating.
Interment will be in the Mc-
CuLston Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the Blalock-Cole-
man Funeral Home where fri-





Ted McCarty of 220 North
13th Street died at the home of
his brother, Amos McCarty, Jr.,
Murray Route Five on Tuesday.
fie was-33 years of age and
an employee of the Murray Div.
ision of the Tappan Company.
The body of McCarty was dis-
covered by his brother, Amos,
Jr., after he had failed to re-
port to his job at the Tappan
plant on Tuesday. He was found
in a car that was stored in a
barn on the McCarty place, ac-
cording to Deputy Sheriff Cal-
ton Morgan who along with De.
puty Sheriff Maurice Wilson
and Sheriff Clyde Steele were
called to the scene.
His brother told Deputy Mor-
gan that Ted's saddle was stor-
ed in the barn .and he was
checking to see if he had gone
horseback riding when he found
his brother's body.
Deputy Coroner James H.
Shelton was called and said
that death was from a self in-
flicted.. gunshot wound in the
left temple.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Shirley Hudson McCarty, one
daughter, Lisa, age four, and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
McCarty, all of 220 North 13th
Street; three brothers, J. W.
McCarty of 218 North 13th
Street, Amos McCarty, Jr., of
Murray Route Five, and Lam
McCarty of 220 North 13th
Street.
Funeral arrangements are in
complete, but friends 'may call
at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home after six pm. today {Wed.
nesday).
FREE PUPPIES
Two free Dachshund puppies,





/Am Don Reiter president at the ~ray Woman's Clots, left, congratulates the WV
place winners In Monday night's contest et the club house. Left to right, Lee Ann Reed,
Plane. Cindy Steele, Art; Rob Spann, Senior High Essay; Connie Lawson, Junior Nigh Es.
agrigillas Oteltan, An; Dbnrra targentim. WevrtneiRRIIIIWISIIK-7Ter ir3-11101F-Thernoms, Senior High Poetry. 41 (PbotO br Sob-Sling
Spring Semester Enrollment
At Murray State Shows Drop
Final enrollment at MurrayState University for the spring
semester stands at 6,677—a drop
of 60 students from a year ago
—according to Registrar Wil-
son Gantt.
Despite the decrease in en-




Anotlwr record mityear elm!
,was.- graduated-, -from. Mien"
State University at the close of
the fall semester. ,
Forty-one students were a
warded master's degrees an
362 undergraduates earned
bachelor's degrees. The previous
record was 31 master's degree
and 344 bachelor's degrees last
year.
Graduating students repre-
sented 22 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, with a ma-
jority of the number from Ken-
tucky, according to Registrar
Wilson Gantt.
No formal mid-year gradua-
tion exercise is held at Murray
State. Students who complete
degree requirements get their
diplomas by mail. They may re-
turn at the end of the spring
semester in June to participate
in eommencement ceremonies.




term, Gantt said the figure is
In line with the normal seven John Ed seat kcal weather
or eight per cent downward observer, said this morning that
fluctuation from the fall se-
at most universities. 
1.60 incises of ram has fallen
luster t° the spring semester since the first month, accord-
"Considering that we had a-
bout a one per cent enrollment
drop last fall from the previous
year," he rutted, "the percentage
of loss from the fall to the
spring was practically the
same".
• X- tecort Tium-Tie—r—of -stticWits
completed requirements for fik
at mid-year this year, in-
cluding 41 for master's degrees
and 362 for bachelor's degrees-
A total of 7,258 students were
enrolled for the fall semester
f 1969—a drop of 78 students
from the record fall enrollment
(See ENROLLMENT, Page 8)
'Ronnie McNutt who was in-
jured in an automobile accident
on January 29 has now resumed
his studies at Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn.
Also injured in the accident
were his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Nuel McNutt of South 7th
Street, Murray. They are still
recuperating at their home. Mr.
McNutt is with the Murray Fire
Department
The family was injured in
the three car accident that oc-
curred on U.S. •ghway 641
South, two mil om Murray




County Ranger Boyce Mc-
,•aiston, has announced that an
,Inwelcomed day rolled around
,n March 1, as this was the
• that officially began the
.:.ring fire season.
Since the fire season only
,.:sts five months each year,
24 months in the spring and
months in the fall, people
'end to forget when-it is un
.Jviftil to burn. If you must
'urn, first take precautions to
Trevent the fire from spread-
ng, wait until after 4:30 p.m.
.7 the afternoon, and then burn
nly when the wihd is calm,
NicCuiston said.
The towers are now being
manned from 9:30 a.m. until
1:30 p.m., and since it is illegal
to burn before 4:30 p.m. the
Atendants will be checking all
5mokes reported.
Nothing is more disasterous
than a fire that is out of con-
trol. Literally years of work
.an go up in smoke in a very
,hort time. The preventing of
orest and grass fires means a
:ot to the people of this county,
.ind it will take the efforts of
every man, woman and child to
1;iold fires to a minimum. Please
help us help you by obeying
.he Kentucky burning laws, Mc-
t7iiiston added .
McCuiston said that tree
1,cedlings are now being lifted
,artd processed for delivery If
you plan to buy seedlings for
'citing this spring, the sooner
Lou get your order in the bet-
ter. the ranger said.
1, For information on burning.
limber management, or tree
„SAM 444s-,-inae4-,--c.eintty




Son of Country Star
CADIZ, Ky. ETD — The son
of country music singer and
songwriter Ferlin Husky was
killed along with two other
youths Tuesday in a headon
crash on rain-slick U. 5.68 near
here.
Kentucky State Police said
that Danny Husky, 17, of Hen-
dersonville, Tenn., was killed
instantly in the crash about five
and a half miles east of here.
Also killed were Aletha Jane
Wei* &V, et BC 1. idiegkiaa-
ville, Ky., and James Robert
Worshaun, 17, of Hopkinsville.
Listed in critical concliton were
Tracy Ann Chambers, 14„ of
Hopkinsville, George David-
Snardon, 41, and Horace Foster,
37, both of Allenstown, Ky.
According to authorities Shalt-
don an.d Foster were in a truck
and the rest in a late model
Volkswagn driven by Husky.
Police said the car was regis-
tered to Ferlin Husky.
Husky has written such hits
as "Gone," "Just For You,"
"Every Step of The Way," and
"On The Wings of A Dove."
Young Husky was a drummer





ing to his reading early today.
The rainfall for the month
is Sundar.02, Monday 0.4, Tues-
day .85, and Wednesday .69,
for a total ad 1.60 inches.
During the month of Feb-
ruary 3.60 inches of rain and
2.60 inches ad mow was report._
ed. The average precipitation
the mouth of February la
4.09 inches, Scott said; -
The high temperature for
February was 69 degrees on
February 18, and the low was
three degrees on the night of
February 2. The nonnal temp-
erature for the month of Feb-
ruary is 40.9 degrees.
Scott said that the first part
of the month of February was
rather cold, but that during
January there were only two
nights that the temperatiFe was
above freezing. In January, how-
ever, the -temperature rose a-
bove freezing during the day
on nineteen of those days.
The precipitation for the mon-
th of January was 4.13 Inches
of snow and .77 inches of rain-
fall, with the letter being a
record for the month.
No injuries Reported
la Iwo Car Collision
A two car accident occurred
Tuesday at 7:35 a.m. at the in-
tersection of North 18th Street
and Ryan Avenue, according to
the report filed by the officers
of the Murray Police Depart-
ment No injuries were report-
ed.
Cars involved were a 1966
Chrysler four door sedan dri-
ven by Jean Ellington Bland of
1710 Keeneland, Murray, and a
1968 Falcon four door sedan dri-
en by Morris Danny Nix of
rdin Route One.
Nix came out of Ryan Avenue
nd turned left on, North 16th
treat colliding with the Bland
going north on North 16th
treet, according to the police
eport.
Five part Beagle puppies, ten Damage to the Bland car was
weeks old, all female. Real play- n the left back fender and to
ful, make wonderful pets. Phone he Nix car on the right front





FRANKFORT, Ky. an — The
Senate Education Committee
ha sent to the floor of the
Senate for possible Damage a
substitute measure for Sen.
Clyde Mickielton's proposed
"board of regents" for Kentuc-
ky's public colleges and uni-
versities.
In reporting the bill out with
a favorable recommendation
'Tuesday, ttie„—Talins- nittee adopt-
ed a compromise to make the
misrule more palatable to the
college and university presi-
dents and lawmakers who op-
pose a strong governing phi-
losophy for higher education
in Kentucky.
• The "board of regents" title
of the proposed governing board
was dropped in favor of retain-
ing the present "rnmwil on pub.
lit higher edueatioar"designa-
bon. However, the bill would
alter greatly and enhance the
power of the council.
The bill makes these changes
In the, present council:
—A nine-member coencil to
be appointed by the governor,
for nine year terms. Presently,
the terms are four years.
—Development of comprehen-
sive plays for public higher ed-
ucation to be submitted to the
governor and legislature prior to
each session al ebe Gemoral As.
sembly.
—Approval of budget requests
of the colleges and universities.
The council currently looks at
the requests and may make
recommendations, but does not
have to approve them.
—Approval of all new under-
graduate, graduate and profes-
sional programs.
—Appointment of an "execu-
tive director" who shall be "em-
inently qualified" to hold the
top administrative position on
the council. He would replace
the current executive director
and would be paid a salary com-
mensurate with that of the pres-
idents. Middleton's original bill
would have named the post
"chancellors."
—Relegation of the presi-
dents to an advisory board. But
the board would meet with the
council. Middleton's original
bill has stipulated the presi-
dents' advielary board would
meet with the council only at
its inivitation.
Approved By House l'HeenitdenHeSreerv.:: Be
By CHARLES PENTECOST
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
The House of Representatives
unanimously approved the a-
mended bail bond bill by a
vote of 93-0 Tuesday, after
House Speaker Julian Carroll,
D-Paducah, said he did not
want to send it back to the Sen-
ete "for any reason."
The bill, which passed the
Senate, 37-0, the preceding day
Persons Injured
In Car Accident
Five persons were treated at
the emergency room of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital
on Tuesday at nine p. m. after
having been reported injured
in a car accident. 
.
Hospital officials released the
names, ages, addresses, and in-
juries As follows:
James Waiters, age 76, Mur-
ray Route Seven, abrasion to
the left leg.
Laura Walters, age 70, Mur-
ray Route Seven, contusion to
both shins.
Earl Watters, age 50, 3824
Louisiana, Gary, Ind., abrasion
to the left knee.
Sadie Wafters, age 49, 3824
Louisiana, GarY, md., contu-
714;
Jeff Waiters, age thirteen
monthe, no injuries. '
with many-faceted committe
amendments, now goes to Gov.
Lostie B. Nunn for his
signature.
"I do not want to send
bill back to the Senate for any
reason. I am going to ask
fellow members to concur on
the Senate amendment," Car-
roll said in his remarks from
the floor. The bill is the only
piece of legislation introduced
by Carroll in the current sess-
ion.
He earlier read a telegram
from M. R. Mike Mills, of Mad-
isonville, president of the Ken-
tucky State Bar Association,
and former Rep. Foster Pettit,
of Lexington, chairman of the
"The Abundant Life Abounds
In Consolation" is the theme of
the sermon for the Midweek
Lenten service at the Imman-
uel Lutheran Church tonight
(Wednesday) at eight p. M.
Rev. Stephen G. Mazak, Jr.,
church pastor, will deliver the
sermon.
The Confirmation class will
be at six p. m. and the Adult
Bible Class will be at nine p. in.
On Thursday at 7:30 p. m. the
Lutheran Woanen's Missionary
League will meet in the cha-
pel lounge with Melba Van
Herck as topic leader and Jan
Daniels as hostess.
Bar 
Legisialtee Committee on Wells Lovett Speakerlicensing and regulating bail
bondsmen.
"Misgivings"
It said that while the two still
had "misgivings" about the
Senate amendment requiring
the posting of securities by-bail
bondsmen with the Department
of Insurance, they felt that re-
gulatory provisions of the bill
are needed and asked for con-
currance by the House.
Carroll told the House mem-
bers that there never was any
question that the bail bond bill
would supersede ordinances of
cities, such as Louisville's, re-
gulatiaa-bsit.bandsinen--,
, In addition to having bonds-
(See BAIL ilIOND—Pais St n
For Meet On March 15
Wells Lovett, Owensboro at-
torney and former Murray re-
sident, will speak on "Your
Challenge for the Seventies"
on Sunday, March 15, at 2:30
p.m. in the Woodmen of the
World Hall.
The talk, sponsored by the
Christian Social Concerns Com-
mittee, will be followed by re-
freshments and pn informal
discussion of Murray's problems
and 'their potential solutions, a
said— --sr*
The public is invited to at-
tend. 4- -
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIKES FILE
Word has been received of the death of Mrs. James F. (Bessie)
Dale, age 78, who died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Wildy
Berry in Albuquerque, N.M•
D. K. Johnston, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Johnston, is the new
commercial manager of the Southern Bell Telephone Company in
Murray.
A 441 Leaders tea will be held at the County Health Center
March 6 from two to four p.m.
"Hey Boy i Hey Girl! and "The Spider" are showing at the
Varsity Theatre.
Bible Thought for Today, •
y--
--Ibt TOM ti fiXid-da 'Them' Tharivall foiliff;Tdjhe So-011W
seeketh him. - Lamentations 325.
Yet many fegard God as a stern judge and forget that he is a
loving father too, and a wonderful friend, often when all others
turn from us.
2,0 Years Ago Today
L.KJGER & TIMES FILE
A, B, Austin will be the math speaker at the annual kick o
dinner for the American Red Cross fund drive in Calloway County.
Willie Swann celebrated his 92nd birthday March 2 in the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Ottis Patton.
An average of $26.81 was reported on the sale of dark fired
tobacco here yesterday.
Mrs. 011ie Paschall was elected president of the Protemus
Homemakers Club at the organizational meeting.
-
THEIR SECOND VOWS Marine Capt Robert E Neithammer
swears in a recruit in Hartford. Conn then breaks custom
by kissing her. Hut it. all right she's his.' wife Lynda She II
be commissioned a secrmd lieute-nant vs hen she is graduated
from Central Connertu ut tatr. College and Marine train-




By United Press International
The phenomenon of the moon
moving detween the sun and
earth once struck terror into
mankind, but it is hard to tell
who awaits next Saturday's
solar eclipse with the greatest
glee- the scientists or the
sandwich peddlers.
It shapes up as the biggest
socioeconomic scientific event
in the South since the United
States began shooting its
rockets off from a lonely patch
of sand at what is now Cape
Kennedy, Fla.
Scientists say the eclipse will
Indeed be the grandest on view
since 1878 and there won't be a
comparable one until 2024.
Hence the scientists are flock-
ing from around the world to
the narrow band of total
darkness running from
hasse, Fla., to Norfolk, Va.
Perry, Fla.'s motels can
accommodate 840 persons and
they have been full for some
time with guests from nine
foreign countries- 120 from
Switzerland alone. But most
visitors are coming to camp.
The town has set aside a huge
area for a tent city, and since




high school's senior class plans
ba corner a big piece.ef:thtv.
with foot4-ineludke-Q66
sandwiches and 5,000 chicken
dinners, to be peddled at the
stands set up around "prime
viewing sites." .
Further north at Greenville,
N.C. a more scholarly attitude
prevails, but the financial angle
Is there. East Carolina Univer-
sity plans a 9 a.m. breakfast
for 200 guests, including several
visiting scientists. At the
breakfast, a "friend" who must
remain anonymous until then
will make a "substantial gift"
to the school.
At Old Dominion University
In Norfolk, a large white cover
will be spreaduover the football
field so onlookers can see the
shadow bands and "Bailey
beads"- reflections of moon
craters- during the 169 seconds
of total eclipse there. A Norfolk
eye surgeon will make a speech
beforehand on the dangers of
looking at the sun.
In Savannah, Ga., scientists
from Vanderbilt Planetarium in
ceiaterport, N.Y., will be on
hand to study a side effect of
the eclipse - a phenomenon in
which the ground is reported to
turn steel blue during total
blackout of the sun. The
Savannah Science Museum will
throw an eclipse party and
several businesses have sche-
duled eclipse sales.
In the heart of the Okefeno-
kee, scientists from Fernbank
Science Center have been
observing the habits of animals
for weeks, under normal
conditions, so they will be able
to understand whatever effects
the eclipse may have on them.
"We just don't know what
they will do," said Dr. Paul











HOW FAMILY INCOME RELATES
TO NUMBER OF EARNERS
25% 15*.
Dots Bureau ot the Census, 1968 27
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Cetnmerce of the United States
OURS HAS been called "the affluent society." Its affluence
depends importantly on several people working in a given
family, which in turn Ls the result of our high employment
levels. The chart shows the proportion of families with mul-
tiple earners at different family-income levels. Note, for in-
stance, that only one-fifth of the families in the lowest, or
under 95,000, income group have two earners, compared to
one-half of the families in the $10.000-$14.999 bracket. Simi-
larly. only one in 25 of the lowest income families have three
or more earners, compared to one in three of the highest
Income famines. Moreover, almost half of all families have
. -incomes in the $7.000414,999 range, and 31..mr cent  of the




By AL ROSSITtR JR.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)-
The Kennedy Space Center is
fighting for its life,
The key to its survival as a
major spaceport in the 1980's
and beyond is the selection of
the site for the main base of
operations for the space shuttle
orbital transport now on the
drawing boards,
The shuttle is planned to
serve as an all-purpose, econ-
omical space transportation
system that will replace most
of the costly rockets and
spaceships of today.
If the shuttle is not based
here, the Space Center and its
billion dollars worth of facili-
ties could end up without a
program in 10 years or so.
One of the requirements for
the shuttle is to use existing
facilities wherever economical-
ly possible. This is the big
advantage KSC has, along with
Its highly skilled pool of
manpower,
The shuttle is expected to be
flying around 1978, and its main
job will be to ferry men and
supplies to and from orbiting
space stations. It is expected to
be able to carry a dozen men in
&bloat conditions
-nr,--trageport 25,000 to 50,000* 
poniids of supplies.
The shuttle will take oft
vertically like a rocket and will
return to earth like a jetliner,
ready for use again in a fee
days. The idea is to greatly
reduce the cost of spaceflight.
As presently eiceived, the
shuttle will consist of twc
sections, a booster and an
orbiter, with both units return-
ing to airport-type landings.
This is what raises the
possibility of locating the
shuttle base In another part of
the country. A coastal launch
site is needed for current
"throw-away" rockets that drop
spent stages into the sea and
which always pose the danger
of falling debris if something
goes wrong,
But the shuttle will be a new
breed of space transport and
engineers expect it to be sate to
launch over land areas.
Thus the neighboring Atlantic
Ocean is no longer an
advantage for the Cape as far
as the sh4tle is concerned.
They say it would be nice to
have landing strips available
several hundred miles in all
directions that could be used by
the shuttle for emergencies or
to fuel its jet engines for
airplane-like flight back to the
launch site.
N -0 -T -I -C -E
TVA Timber For Sale
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing
an estimated 230,000 board feet The timber is located in
Land Between the Lakes in Trigg County, Kentucky, ap-
proximately I miles north of Golden Pond.
Sealed bids will be received b:. the Forest Management
Section. Land Between the Lakes. Tennessee Valley Au
thority. Golden Pond Kentuck!.. until 10 m.. Central
Standard Time, March 17 1970
Parties Interested in Inspecting the aforementioned timgier
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7 a.m. to
3:15 p.m., Monday through Friday Bid forms and detailed
Information may be obtained from the forester in charge,
Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky, tele•




MAYFIELD. Ky., March 3 —
Nrthur L. Baugh. 927 Paris
Road. died at 11 30 pm Mon-
day at Mayfield Hospital
-Mr. Baugh. a retired carpen-
ter. was 81.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs Bertha Baugh: a son.
Charles J Baugh. Mayfield: a
half-brother. Knox Boyd. Los
Angeles. Calif a half-sister,
Mrs Minnie Easley. Mayfield:
a granddaughter. Mrs Bob L.
Sims, Mnyfield: and two great-
grandch:ldren
Funeral cervices will he con-
ducted at 2 pm Wednesday at
Roberts Funeral Chanel by the
Rev John 'A Pann, and the
Rev Joe 1.-gget Burial will be
in Burnett's Chapel Cemetery
Pallbearer' anll he W
DOckery, Jeffrey Howard
Rupert Rat/. -Orville Easley.




Trefor Owen Williams, 40, a
former British army lieutenant,
was sentenced to 10 years in
prison Monday for plotting to
blow up an Israeli F.! Al jetliner
in London. in December. The
prosecution 'said explosives
,..ere given to Williams by the
Arab cuerrilla organization Al
Let Child Do Things On His
Own Without Your Help -
Parents who always take away
whatever a child starts to do
and do it for him because they
are quicker and better kill th
child's desire to learn, and may
have trouble with him in school
later.
Even worse trouble may be
expected by parents who scream
at a child to stop, slap him, or
knock him down whenever he
attempts something harmless
they think is unnecessary, for
such a child will always be afraid
to try anything new. 
Theseare opinions of James
Gabrielson, author of "The Hoo-
ky Cop" published by Hewitt
House, who bases his views on
15 years of work as a truant
officer in Los Angeles, County,
California.
In his book he tells how he
patiently searched littered alleys
of poverty-stricken sections, riv-
erbed hide-outs, and other areas
for truants, how he won the con-
fidence of the angry, rebellious
youngsters after he located them,
and how he gradually aroused
In them the desire for education.
He soon realized, he writes,
that it is impossible to force a
child to attend school if he is
determined to stay away - but
fortunately most children want
to go because that is where
things are happening.
There are as many reasons
why a child plays hooky as there
are kids Mr. Gabrielson says,
but persistent truancy usually
stems from emotional problems
centered in the home and not in
the schooi itself. The effects
of these home problems must
be overcome before the child
can be helped, he shows.
"Learning requires risking
one's ego - admitting one does
not know everything," he writes.
"If through constant frustration
and denial of satisfying experie-
nces at home a child arrives at
school with no ego to spare, he
hoards what little be has, risk-
ing' nothing, defending it in odd
ways, and learning very little.
Such children spend their epergy
In actively hating school and the
people who work there."
A new program which has been
effective in helping such children
from the 2nd grade through junior
high school in Los Angeles Coun-
ty is the Small Activity Groups
program, Mr. Gabrielson says,
The groups are kept very small,
with only 5 or 6 children for
each adult leader, and are con-
ducted in a clublike atmosphere,
with simple material provided
for recreation or working with
the hands.
The children are told that
the club belongs to them as,
they can do whatever they wish
within the simple rules: "Don't
hurt yourself, others, or the
leader, and don't damage school
proper t y ."
"The groups provide man.
boys and girls with their first
opportunity of using material fr-
eely and creatively, and U.
gives them the feeling they
do something successfully. The,
have their first chance;'also, to
explore new ways of getting alori
with playmates and of deveict,n.
sociallr ceptable behavior s.
thin the school setting," the au-
thor says.
"Since they are so often sub-
jected to unreasonable denials
Bad disapproval , at home, and
the only adult reactions with
which many of them are fami-
lial are impulsive anger and
punishment, they have their first
opportunity of relating to an adult
In a relaxed and happy atmosphe-
re. This alleviates their mis-
trust of grown people and chan-
ges their attitude toward tea-
chers," he writes.
The Small Activity Program
was first started in 1955 in the
Montebello Unified School Dis-
trict in Los Angeles County by
Dr. Don McNassor of Claremont
Graduate School, and because of
Its success it is attracting nat-
ionwide attention of educators.
There have been about 10 such
groups a year in the district
since its inception, and almost
all children who have particip-
ated during the 15-year period
have soon begun to make better
grades and have stayed in school
longer than had been predicted
for them, Mr. Gabrielson repor-
ts.
Educators must spend a dis-
proportionate amount of time
simply getting money to run the
schools, he emphasizes. In "The
Hooky Cop," he describes th
school bond drive and parade
the Two Rivers area, where th
largely uneducated people wer
so poor they could barely mee
living expenses and had thr
times voted against paying highe
taxes to raise funds for urgently
needed new schools. Mr,Gabriel.
son shows what was done to
ge their minds so that the schoo
bond issue was at last pass
by a large majority of votes
Formerly a Child Welfare
Attendance Supervisor (truant
officer) in the Montebello Until
School District, Mr. Gabriel
Is now head of all the attendanc
personnel in this district,
the title of Administrative Ass
stant of Special Services.
Hong Kong's Christians
HONG KONG (LIPI) — About
100,000 persons, or one-tenth
Hong Kong's estimated
population of 4 million, are
Christians.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, March
4, the 63rd day of 1970 with 302
to follow.
The moon is approaching its
new phase,
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter,
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn,
On this day in history:
In 1791 Vermont was admit-
ted to the union as the 14th
state.
In 1801 Thomas Jefferson,
third president of the United
States became the first chief
executive to be inaugurated in
Washington.
In 1917 Montana Republican
Jeannette Rankin was sworn
Into the House of Representa-
tives to become the first
woman member of Congress.
In 1963 the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled against so-called
railroad "featherbedding,"
---
A thought for the day: Ralph
Waldo Emerson said, "Nothing
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NEW BILL WILL
TAX ASSOCIATIONS
By Cloys A,. Hobbs
Jackson Purchase PCA
Governor ouieL B. Muni has
signed into a law a hill that will
tax Kentucky Production Cred-
it Associations in the same man-
ner as swings and loan assoc-
ons.
House bill 22 was signed into
law February 18 at the state
capitol in Frankfort.
Before passage of the new
legislation the nine Production
Credit Associations in Kentucky
were subject to all possible tax
statutes. This made them un-
like similar financial institu-
tions. In the past there has been
no statute which designated how
Production Credit Anociations
would be taxed.
The new legislation will not
substantially increase or de-
crease tax revenue from Pro-
duction Credit Asaociations, but
will now define the basis for
taxation on the state leveL It
will not affect. federal taxes
now being paid by the associa-
tions.
The hill passed both houses
of the Kentucky legislature un-
animously and had the full sup-
port of leaders in both parties.
Production Credit Associa-
tions now have over $142 mil-
lion in short and intermediate
term loans outstanding to fann-
ers in Kentucky.
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (UPI) '
-A streetcar collided with a
truck carrying 17 tons of butane
gas and both_gehicles caught
fire Monday; injuring 30 per-
sons, police said. Thirteen tire
companies fought the fire for l2
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Barbers get in trim
for fight on inflation
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
The Pennsylvania League ol
Master Barbers voted at its
annual meeting to keep the
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Stay Out In Front With
START SINGING!
The Jake Hess Gospel Show
6.30 AM
Old Time Singing Convention
1205 PM
KEEP WATCHING!
The Big Show 4 00 PM
"First Men In the Moon" tc)
Lionel Jeffries, Martha Hyer,
Edward Judd, Erik Chitty
STAY INFORMED!
News, weather, sports
600 and 10 00 PM
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Player's Name
District Tournament Lineups
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
"Lakers"
Pus No Ht. Gr.
A R B
Charles Rushing F 52 53 -53 6-1 12
Darrell Cleaver G 12 33 33 6-0 12
Pete Roney  F 54 55 55 6-3 11
Dennis Sears  G 31 31 31 5-11 11
Paul Rushing  G 24 25 25 5-10 11
Darrell Crawford   G 20 21 21 5-11 11
Jerry Chapman   F 22 23 23 6-0 11
Sammy Todd  F 50 51 51 6-3 11
Joey Williams G 34 35 35 5-9 11
Mike Kline . G 40 41 41 5-11 11
Gary Evans . C 44 45 45 6-6 11
Russell Maness  C 42 43 43 6-3 10
COACHES - Roy Cothran; Asst., W.
PRINCIPAL - Howard Crittenden
T. Patterson
CHEERLEADERS-Barbara Rose, Elizabeth Nance,''
Shirley Hays, Donna Williams, Karen Braboy,
Susan Pierce
SCHOOL COLORS - Red, White, and Blue
MANAGERS - Johnny Mac Miller, Roger Parrish
BENTON HIGH SCHOOL
"Indians"
Player's Mune Pos. No. lit. Gr.
Maroon White
Jim Myers  F 53 44 5-11 12
Greg Moores  G 15 10 5 11 12
David Davis  G 11 22 5-11 11
Tommy Thompson  F 55 54 6-0 11
Dennle Owens  G 35 34 6-0 11
Steve Willett  G 13 32 5-10 11
Charles Brien 
74,
G 23 24 5-11 11
William Durham  F 43 52 6-2 11
Jerry Epps  F 45 14 6-1 10
Ken Gordon  F 25 50 6-5 10
Bobby Prince  F 51 42 6-2 10
David Melton  F 41 24 5-10 10
COACHES - Joe Warren and Edd Jones
PRINCIPAL - Bobby G. Miller
CHEERLEADERS - Dana Carpenter (Capt.), Lib-
bie Edwards (Capt.), Cynthia Duncan, Janesa
Creason, Pam Culp.
SCHOOL COLORS - Maroon and White
MANAGERS - Mike Woolfolk and Roger Pierce
SOUTH MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL
"Rebels"
Player's Name Pos. No. Ht. Gr.
White Blue
Gary McGregor  F 41 41 6-2 12
Phil Norwood  C-F 31 31 6-2 12
Russell Palmer  G 20 20 6-0 12
Joe Reed  F 45 45 6-2 11
Larry Darnall  F 43 43 6-0 11
Sherman Cothran  G 24 24 6-0 10
Dennis Smith  G 22 22 5-9 10
Jim Hall  C 35 35 6-0 10
Jim Slack  G 21 21 5-$ 10
Player's Name
Rodnie Oliver  F 23 23 0-0 10
David Palmer  G 15 14 54 10
Larry Henson  F 14 13 5-11 10
Terry Lovett  F 55 11 6-0 9
COACHES - Charlie Lamp* and Darrel Morgan
PRINCIPAL - William A. Cothran
CHEERLEADERS - Pat Swift, Leandra Mustard,
Debbie Lovett, Gwen Ross, Kathy Kaler, Tonia
McKendree, Rena Jackson, Evelyn Hunter.
SCHOOL COLORS - Red, Blue, Gray
MANAGERS - Dennis Keys and Mickey Darnall
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
"Tigers"
Player's Name Pos. No.
White Black
Albert Scott  G-F 30 30
Allen Hudspeth  C-F 52 52
Pat Lamb  G 14 14
Bob Ward  C-F 44 44
Steve Hale G 12 12
David Alexander G-F 22 22
Rickey Jones  F 32 32
Allan Weatherly  F 40 40
Charles Gibbs  G 10 10
Dayton Lasater  F 42 42
Porter McClinton  F-C 24 24
Dan Luther  F 34 34



























CHEERLEADERS Kethy_Crider (Capt.), Jennie
Barker, Cindy ColillOn, 1.111.1 Fulton; -Ro111-4111s-
north, Susan Johnson.
COLORS - Black and Gold
MANAGER - Randy Lawson
NORTH MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL
"Jets"
Pos. No. Ht. Gr.
White Blue
Dale Hughes  G 21 21 5-10 12
Jim Smith    F 43 43 6-1 12
Roger Story  G 13 13 5-10 12
Danny Basham  G 31 31 5-7 11
Rick Cocke  G-F 15 15 6-0 11
Charlie Doughty  C-F 55 55 6-2 11
Ronnie Faith  G 03 3 5-10 11
Ricky Hughes  C 23 23 6-1 11
Tommy Ringstaff  F 41 41 6-1 11
Jim Capps  G 25 25 6-0 10
Rodney Edwards  F 35 35 6-3 10
COACHES — Don Breeden; Gene Brooks, Asst.
PRINCIPAL - Barney Thweaff
CHEERLEADERS - Billie Dowell, Marsha Lindsey,
Debbie Poe, Gail Barrett, Patti Dacus, Yvonne
Wadlington
SCHOOL COLORS - Red, White and Blue
MANAGERS - Jeff Foster, Leslie Breeden, Larry
Foster, Howard Dawes, Chuck Thurrell
Southern Sidelines
By DAVID MOF FIT
UPI Sports Writer
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla
- Hank Aaron is giving serio
thought to making a run a
Babe Ruth's home run recor
The idea isn't as far-fetched asj
some might think. No other
slugger has been in a be
position to try.
The Atlanta Braves outfielder
with 554 home runs in 16 majo
league seasons, is still 160 away
from Ruth's career total of 714.
But Aaron, who turned 36 four
weeks ago, is only 11 behin
Ruth's pace at a similar age.
The Babe played until he was
40. Considering the great phy
ical shape he's in, there's no
reason Aaron can't do the same,
"I certainly feel pretty good,"
Aaron said. "Sure my legs take
longer to come around than
they did when I was younger,
but you've got to expect that.
I always try to pace mygelf.
Barring injury, there should still
be some good years ahead."
Could Cut Average
Playing until 40 would give
Aaron five more seasons in
which to try to become the
greatest home run hitter of
them all. He'd have to average
32 a searbon over that span -
about five less than his aver-
age for the past five years.
"The idea of going for the
home run record intrigues me,"
Aaron said after squelching
rumors that he might retire
after reaching 3,000 hits.
Although those 3,000 hits are
still much coveted, that really
isn't much of a goal any more
since he already has 2,956 and
shouldn't be very far into the
coming season before getting
the other 44.
Aaron never paid a great deal
of attention to his home run
total until he hit No. 500 in
. 1968, .No one would Let him-tot-
get last year as he climbed
past Mel Ott (511) former
Eddie Mathews (512), Ted Wil-
lIams (521), Jimmy Fox (515)
and Mickey Mantle (536) into
third place on the all-time list.
Willie Mays, the No. 2 man,
is still 46 homers ahead of
Aaron. But Hank out-homered
Willie 44-13 last year and with
the Giants' star now 39 and
often ailing, Aaron could mOve
up another notch as early as
1971.
Slowing Down
Mays, who now has 600 home
runs, had 542, a dozen less than
Aaron, shen he was the age
Aaron is now and he has faded
since - hitting a total of only
58 over the past three seasons,
Aaron feels that playing in
Atlanta has given him an extra
edge over Mays. "The ball sails
pretty good out of Atlanta Stad-
ium if you hit it right and I
feel I'm swinging as well now
as I ever have."
Aaron figures he'd never
have had a chance of catching
Mays, least of all Ruth, if the
Braves had been the ones to
move to San Francisco's Can-
dlestick Park.
"That's a tough place to hit
home runs," said Aaron who
didn't hit even one there in
nine games last year. Aaron
has only 16 home runs at Can-
dlestick in the 13 years since
the Giants moved there from
New York.
"There's no doubt that hav-
ing to play at Candlestick Hurt
Mays' chances of catching
Ruth," Aaron said. "It's really
a shame because Willie Prob.
ably would have done it if th
Giants played sOmewhere else.'




By United Press International
Illinois 85 Indiana 75
Texas 85 SW 74
Bucknell 57 Penn st. 54
Northwestern 87 Wis. az
Iowa 113 Ohio St. 92
Purdue 101 Mich. St. 98
Pitt 92 West-.Vir. 87
Rutgers 91 Lehigh 70
Prvdnce 69 Brown 66
Marquette 75 Sou. III. 68
Minn. 93 Michigan 82
Ky. St. 92 Carson Newman 82
Boston U. 92 Maine 79
Bradley 87 Cinci 83
Baylor 80 Tex, Tech 72
Texas ALM 91 Rice 86
Alfred 92 Allegheny 69
RIU 78 Canisius 68
Dayton 93 Lyla (III.) 70
TCU 97 Arkansas 95
St, Jac). NY 72 Bstn Col, 65
Brandeis 97 Tufts 77
NAIA District 7
(Finals)
rk Tech 76 Ark AM&N
(Consolation)
Hndrsn 56, Ouachita 41
pAIA District 30




LOS ANGELES (UPI).- Bob-
by Hull of the Chicago Black
Hawks may be able to play
tonight against the Los Angeles
Kings despite the knee injury
he suffered in New York
Sunday night.
Huss was hurt in the third
cried Sunday but he came
with the team to Los Angeles
d a club spokesman said he
as undergoing treatment in
opes of playing against the
ings. Hull's injury was
escribed as "strained or torn"




Ohio Valley Conference c om,- -
issioner Art Guepe has ruled
favor of Eastern Kentucky h.,
dispute over a game bttwi,!.
Murray and Eastern whid, w
played at Eastern Feb. 14.
Guepe ruled that Easter',
the game 79-78 after the ! •
executive committee rein ti•
request that the contest I,
played. "Once the official
the scorebook you'vegottohi
that's the end of the gae
said Guepe.
The dispute arose after a .
functioning clock skipped I --
final 10 seconds of the ,, •
with Eastern ahead, 79-78.
ray coach Cal • Luther called
Guepe's ruling "shocking," kit
indicated he would hot appeal.
"Under the circumstant
can't imagine him awardin,,
victory to Eastern‘," said I tit-
er. "The only sensible rulin.
would have been to call the 4;4iTw
'no contest."
The., decision leaves Murra.,-
with a final 9-5 OVC re Qri,
runnerup in the conference. a -
tern Kentucky finished in .t
with East Tennessee at 8-6.
SIGNS PACT
COLLEGE STA Te , I .
(UPI)-Texas ALM decide,: to
schedule an llth football u,Ie
Monday and signed a four-
pact with Wichita State
The first game will be jihi
in College Station, Tex., !it
Sept, 12. The 1971 and 1 3
games w}11 also be play' .
College Station with oril% eie





13! Utated Press International
The firing isn't over yet in
e American Basketball Asso-
ciation's Wild Wild West.
The Dallas Chaparrals Tues-
Y night knocked off Western
vtion leader Denver, 142-130,
abling the Chaparrals to
ove within a game of the
ociets.
Denver lost its seven-game
g streak though rookie
ensation Spencer Haywood
cored 37 points. Glen Combs
cored 31 points for Dallas and
Inc)! Powell added 26.
111 other ABA action, Miami
lasted New Orleans, 125-117,
d Washington trimmed Pit-
burgh, 117-115.
Miarni outscored New Or-
eas, 14-1, in the third period
er the score was tied, 72-72,
the Floridians were boosted
y Don Freeman's 29 points
d George Lehman's four
nsecutive three-point goals.
Washington, also in the
idcie of the Western Division
tie picture, moved within two
es on Denver as Gary
radds scored a personal
eason high of 36 points to pace
he Caps' victory over Pit-
burgh,
Braids came off the bench to
ore 18 points in the first hall.
e roruiected on 12 straight
eld goals, including six in a
ow in the third period when
e Caps overcame a Pit-
sburgti lead that had reached
8 points in the second period.
RETURNS TO ACTION
DETROIT (UP-. Al
der, rookie center for the
Detroit Red Wings wilt return
to action Wednesday night in
New York after being sidelined
with a knee injury.
Iowa And Marquette Breeze
To Easy Victories Tuesday
By United Prss International
Iowa and Marquette, two top
ten teams headed for post-
season tournaments, oiled their
offensive machines and mecha-
nically breezed to victory
Tuesday night.
Big Ten champion Iowa,
ranked seventh and headed for
the NCAA Mideast Regional,
surpassed the century mark for
the Ilth time this season with a
113-92 decision over Ohio State
and No. 10 Marquette, bound
for the NIT, shot a blistering 58
per cent from the field to
down Southern Illinois, 75-68.
John Johnson paced Iowa by
scoring 37 points•and grabbing
11 rebounds and four other
,Hawkeyes scored In double
figures-led by Fred Brown
with 24 and Glen Vicnovic with
22,
Dean Meninger scored 22
points to lead Marquette, which
IS now 21-3 with one regular
season game remaining.
Drake backed into the Mis-
souri Valley Conference title
and an automatic NCAA
regional berth despite being
idle, as Bradley eliminated
Cincinnati from the MVC race
by beating the Bearcats, 87-83.
Jim Ard scored 29 points for
Cincinnati, but Bradley led
Alcindor Rips Philadelphia
Defense For 31, Bucks Win
By United Press International
T h e Philadelphia 76er:
haven't seen the last of Lew
Alcindor. They may regret
meeting him the next time.
Alcindor ripped the Philadel-
phia defense for 31 points
Tuesday night as Milwaukee
defeated the 76ers, 127-116, to
.tie the regular season series at
'3-3. The Bucks are second in
the Eastern DiViSiOT) and
Philadelphia is fourth. At the
rate they're going, they'll wind
Up as first-round opponents in
athueonNaptliaonalyoffs,sketball Associ-
Flynn Robinson aided the
Milwaukee cause with 30 points,
including seven early in the
third period that put the game
woaic 2e , 
Halpoints,
  G reer led the 76ersith 8
New York reduced its num-
ber for clinching the Eastern
  DiViSiCIII title to six by socking
San Francisco, 115-100; Atlanta
'widened its lead to 11 .. games
over second-place I.os Angeles
,in the West with a 101-93
!triumph over the Laker s,
!Chicago defeated Phoenix, 123-
111, and Seattle downed San
Diego, 126-114.
Dave DeBusschere scored 22
!points, Walt Frazier added 20
!and Willis Reed netted 19 to
!help New York establish a club
lrecord of 55 records in a
:season. Jeff Mullins paced San
Francisco with 28 points
' 
but it
was Clyde lee's that drew
the most attention as the
Warrior center hit 11 straight
baskets,
Atlanta drained the strength
of the Los Anaeles attack when
Hawk defenders held Jerry
West, the league's leading
scorer, to 18 points and Elgin
Baylor to 21. Lou Hudson,
meanwhile, netted 31 points and
Walt Bellamy coptrolled the
boards with 27 tebounds for
Atlanta,
Clem Haskins, with 33 points,
and Bob Love, with 32, led
Chicago's attack, which sur-
vived a Phoenix rally following
a fight in the fourth quarter.
Chicago was ahead, 9.9-90,
when the fight broke out with
9:56 remaining. Bulls' center
Bob Kauffman and Phoenix
guard Gail Goodrich had
collided coming downcourt, and
after a Phoenix field goals, the
two met again under the
basket. Neil Johnson came off
the Phoenix bench to aid
Goodrii!li and tangled with
K auf f ma FL Kauffman was
charged with two personal fouls
while Johnson received a
technical and was ejected from
the game.
Dick Snyder hit five straight
field goals early in the fourth
quarter to spark the Seattle
victory, which was a club
record sixth straight. Snyder
led the Sonics with 26 points





COCOA, Fla. (UPI)- Joe
Pepitone saves everybody the
trouble.
He says "yes" to the first
question. He frequently says
"yes" without even bothering to
hear the question because he
knows what it'll be.
• t6d you get a haircut yet?
The question is thrown at him
before people even ask him how
he likes it with the Houston
A stros.
"Sure, I got my hair cut
before I came here," says
Houston's new first baseman,
"Can't you see?"
It's Hard To Tell
Frankly, it's hard to tell, but
Joey says he's going to have his
hair cut again. before the
season starts anyway so why
not forget about it and talk
about something else? Like how
he likes Ming with Houston.
"Great," Pepitone says. "Al*
solutely great. I'm breakim:, my
chops and I love I've worked
harder here in two. days than I
did all last spreic with the
Yankees, That's because of the
reat set-up tW:y 'ye :ot here."
Pepitone in 44ins Astrotown,
complex made up of pea-ert4
•
racks, a mess hall, a
ecreation hall and assorted
baseball diamonds where all
the Houston Players spend
most of their days and nights.
few call the' place Alcatraz.





NEW YORK- 1:UP1)- The
United Press Intenational top
small college teams for 1969-
with first place votes and wo
lost records in parentheses.
13th and final week).
Team Points
1. S.F.Astn (32) (26-0) 338
2. Chyny St. 2) (23-1) 230
3, Hwrd Payne (25-3) 196
4. Puget Sound (23-3) 159
5, Ashland (22-3) 155
6. Maryland St. (22-0) 119
7, Cent, Wash. (26-1) 118
8. Yngstwn St. (22-2) 92
9. Kentucky St. (22-2) 84
10, Phila. Text. (24-2) 76
11. St. Mary's Tex. (20-4) 64
12. East, New Mex. (19-5) 40
'13. Eastern Mich, (19-6) 35
14. So. Dak. St. (20-3) 32
15. Oral Roberts (27-3) 2
16. 'Assumption (15-4) 19
17; Stetson 15
18. Springfield 11
19. Georgia Sou, (16-3) 10
20, Northern Ariz, 9
Others receiving five or more
ints: Southwest Louisiana,
annon, Jackson State, St.
oseph's
Only 34 of the 35 member
oaches voted.
FUNERAL SERVICES
CHICAGO (UPI) - Funeral
services will be held Thursday
for football star and radio-TV
commentator Paul Christman,
who died Monday, The rite will
be at St. Patrick's Church in
West Lake Forest, 111.
NEW ASSISTANT
from the second quarter and
built a commanding 45-28
halftime lead. The Braves led
by as much as 22 points in the
second half and were paced by
Gene Gathers with 21 points.
Dayton, also NCAA-bound,
whipped Loyola (111.), 93-70, as
Ken May scored 21 points and
pulled down 20 rebounds, an St.
John's of New York, with an
NIT bid under its belt, downed
Boston College, 71-65. -
Texas AIX earned second
place in the Southwest Confer-
ence by beating champion Rice,
91-86, All-America Rick Mount
scored 37 points to lead Purdue
past Michigan State, 101-98 and
Kentucky State, 12th-ranked
small college team, dumped
Carson Newman, 92-82, behind
Travis Grant's 46points.
Elsewhere, Illinois whipped
Indiana, 85-75, Minnesota de-
feated Michigan, 93-82, despite
Rudy Tomyanovich's 32 points,
Northwestern beat Wisconsin,
87-82, behind Dale Kelley's 39





NEW YORK (UPI)- Stephen
F. Austin College of Nacog-
doches, Tex., is United Press
International's small college
basketball champion for the
1969-70 season.
The Lumberjacks, who fi-
nished with a perfect 26-0
record, received. 32 of the 34
first place votes cast today by
the 35-member United Press
International Board of Coaches.
S.F. Austin follows Ashland
College into the national
championship. The defense-
minded Eagles from Ohio
finished 22-3 this season and
were rated fifth in this year's
final tabulation.
Cheyney State of Pennsylva-
nia, which finished with a 23-1
regular season mark, took
second in the balloting, followed
by Howard Payne (2.54). Puget
Sound (23-3) and Ashland.
Maryland State (22-0) finished
sixth, followed by Central
Washington (26-1), Youngstown
(22-3), Kentucky State (22-2)
and Philadelphia Textile (24-2),
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
select the top 10 small college
teams in the nation with points
, warded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
lbasis on votes from first
through 10th.
MIAMI (UPI)- Carl Taseff, a
teammate of Coach Don Shula
in both collegiate and profes-
sional ranks, was named by
Shula Tuesday as an assistant
coach for the Miami Dolphins.
Shula said Taseff will scout
opponents,
Pepitone says. "Let's face it,
you know Pm spoiled and I
didn't know whether I could
take it. The barracks, I mean,
No television in the room, no
phone, no nothing. They lock
the doors by 12 o'clock and
you'd better be in your room or
it costs you $500. It was like
being in service. But you know




• DeKalb Seed Corn
• Certified Hood Soybeans
• Uncertified Hood Beans
• Certified Dare Soybeans
• No. 1 & 2 Kobe Lespedeza
• No. 1 .5 2 Korean
Lespedeza
• Ky. 31 Tall Fescue
• All Kinds Clovers
• Orchard Grass
• Rye Grasses
• Ky. Blue Grass








— MARCH 5th, 1970 —
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Serving Those Famous . . .
FISH DINNERS
Tuesday-Saturday  4 p.m. - 9 1,7:.rn,.
Sunday  11:30a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
- Closed All Day Monday -
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Dr. Hortin Speaks On "Communication" Comfort or Style
At The Luncheon Of The Magazine Club
Dr. I. J. Hortin said "A
meeting of minds in communi-
cation is a great topic and one
that we must understand if we
are to survive" in an address to
the Magazine Club Thursday
when it met in the Colonial
House for a luncheon. Mrs. W.
Z. Carter, president, presided
and introduced the officers for
the year.
Other officers are Mrs. L. .1.
Hortin, vice-president; Mrs. 0.
C. Wells, secretary; Mrs_ E. &
Lundquist, treasurer and Mrs.
George Hart, reporter. Min
cappie Beale, gave the prayer
before the meal.
Speaking first in a series of
programs for the year, Dr. Hor-
tin spoke on the year's theme
"Meeting of the Minds Through
Communication". He was in-
troduced by Mrs- Hers
"According to newspapers'
reports, the communication gap
is the worm campus problem
. . . Youth say we can't com-
municate with them . . . We
say they can't and don't listen
. . . Four hundred students on
18 campuses in the midwest—
Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio
and Missouri, answered this
question: What would you lay
is the leading single cause of
campus unrest?' Lack of Com-
munication between students
and Administrators was by far
most. often mentioned."
Commenting on the various
means of communication, Dr.
Hortin predicted that in the
future there will be direct dial-
ing overseas; satellites drifting
in _snare will carry millions of
messages daily. The World will
be on a gigantic party line!
ficsmillie transmission will be
routine. One can select all or
any part of a newspaper that he
wants to read; one may see
the person be talks with miles
away; communications will
make money transactions and
give bank balances; a baby will
be given a number with his
wave length . . As he grows
up he will have a small device
not larger than a good sized
wrist watch. He can dial friends
in London if he knows his wave
length. His friend in London
will hear a bun and we a pic-
ture and it will be his friend
in Murray. They will see and
talk to each other, 3-D pictures
will hang in space.
In conclusion, Dr. Hortin ex-
pressed his optionan toward
the future — "Truly it is a
Birth Control
By Smell?
LONDON: One day you
may be able to buy a con-
traceptive perfume.
British scieritists are now
studying pheromones—cer-
tain body fragrances
which have nothing to do
with Chanel and in lesser
creatures than man are
biologically simplified to
sex smells
In animals and insects,
pheromooes are a sex mag-
net. in Mite, they have
proved an effective contra-
ceptive. Newly - pregnant
mice put in a- box with the
leftover scent of a strange
male have mysteriously
aborted, even catching a
whiff trom the direction of
a strange male mouse can
end a mouse pregnancy.
Now the Department of
Investigative Medicine at
Cambridge UnineireM_Aand
the National Institute for
Medical Research in Lon-
don are wondering if pher-
omones might brae similar
effects on humans. - -
wonderful world ahead of us.
In the beginning was the Word
. . in the beginning was com-
munication . . . telling the
Truth for 'Truth crushed to
earth shall rise eel* the eter-
nal years of God's are hers;
but Error, wounded writhes in
pain and dies among its wor-
shipers, 'Yes we know the truth
and communicate the truth and
it will set us free."
Dr. Hortin, head of the Jour-
nalism Department of Murray
State University, holds numer-
ous honors, degrees and recog-
nitions; has former students
who are Pulitzer prize winners.
John Mack Carter, editor and
publisher of the ladies Home
Journal, and son of Mrs. Car-
ter, was a student of Dr. Hortin.
Baskets of spring flowers
were on the table and guests
were seated with butterfly-de-
corated place cards.
Others present were Mesdam-
es J. A. Outland, Ben Keys,
Ernest Jcnes, Inez Claxton,
Clyde Downs, Jessie Roane,
William Ryan, Nix Crawford, J
In the Maxi?
Anybody thinking of
buying a maxi should look
Deface she le_ami into the
long, cool look. For one
thing, some styles give you
that dashing Guardsman
look but if you aren't care-
ful you may look more like
you're wearing a bathrobe
than the latest thing to hit
the pike, not to mention
sweep the sidewalk
If you're kidding your-
self that you are buying a
maxi for warmth, or a stun-
ning maxii raincoat to keep
dry, then watch how the
skirt swings when you
walk. If the closing and cut
aren't right, you'll find
your warm. w ea there ght
num swinging open right




Bryan TelleY, R1101 Wc")ds' the Western Baptist Hospital,Hess Crossland, C, C. Lowry. piamih.
L. J. Hollis Jack Kennedy ft.
A. Johnston, A. W. Russell, Ro-
nald Churchill, F. E. Crawford,
B H. Cooper, John Nance, John
Livesay, W. A. Smith, rim Hut.








hostess can help yo:u
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at - Herne
Sweet Home:. again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhooll btoi-









I. Houck, Robert lofollette, 
rayMarshall has hp#Shepherdn dned
recent study revealed that
two women shopping together in
a supermarket spend mare than
when they shop alone. In the





, By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We have some friends who are about our
age [middle-aged], who are very charming people. They
entertain at home a lot, and we have always enjoyed their
company.
They have suddenly started something new. They invite
people over, and the evening's "entertainment" is to play
some sort of game. These .gameware competitive, of course,
and require a knowledge it flistory, geography, politics,
literature, opera, "words"—and so on. It's sort of a "how
smart are you?" thing.
I am frank to admit that I don't care for this kind of
evening because I am not as well informed as borne of the
others, and I don't like to be put on the spot that way :I know
a few others who don't care for "brain games" either.
If I wanted to show how smart [or dumb) I was, I would
go on a quiz show. What is your opinion of such games?
BOOBY PRIZE
DE BOOBY: They're wonderful for people who knew
all the answers and like the mental combat. But I think a
Yost who would force an evening of "skull practice" on guests
without being absolutely sure they were all eager to play. is
Inconsiderate. Next time, you land the others who deal ears
for brain games I are asked to play, either speak the truth, or
take the consequences.
DEAR ABBY: Some people can't resist the temptation to
talk "shop." In this community lives a registered nurse who
is such a person.
I recently attended a einner,party where this nurse was
also a guest. Regardless of What the conversation started oat
to be, this woman always managed to turn it to her
profession. 'Then she'd tell some "amusing" little inside
stories about patients who were known to everyone in the
company. Most of it was far from table talk but she thought
she was "entertaining." I thought she was disgusting.
I understand this nurse is very well trained and efficient
in her field, but Abby, doesn't every nursing course include a
lecture on "good taste" and common sense? IRKED
DEAR IRKED: Every nursing course includes a lecture
on "ETHICS." flat should cover it.
DEAR ABBY. Please tell me what you think of a
, 23-year-old married woman getting braces put on her teeth!
My husband says it's up to me, but he eoesn't think I
need them My parents think I am crazy. Please don't laugh,
but do you thifik it would interfere tiith my kissing? If it
would. I'd have to forget it, because I don't want anything to
harm my happy marriage.
Abby, I have always wanted my teeth straightened, so
please give me your best advice
The dentist says I will have to wear braces for about a
year and a half if I decide to have them. J J.
. DEAR J. J.: IF YOU want your teeth straightened, and
It ens be dose, by all means DO it. I doubt whether it will
"interfere" with your kissing sufficieetty ta "harm" your
marriage.
DEAR ABBY. You advised "WITHHOLD MY NAME"
who was being married in a beautiful -dream" church cere-
mony not to use her daughter as flower girl. (The daughter
had been born out of wedlock and she said everybody knew
it Your reason being it would draw attention to that part of
the bride's life which would be better off forgotten.
Since everybody knew it. it seems to me that it would
only draw attentievi to the fact that the groom was more of a
"man" than the child's natural father, and that the child, iii
loved enough to be included from the beginning
Where love exists. Abby, there is nothing to hide, past,
present. or future MRS M J C.
DE.iR MRS. M. J. C.: Now that you have pointed it out.
I see it clearly. Thank you for writing. IP. S. Many others
felt the same as you. People are wtoderfol. I
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box WYNN, I.os .Anteles. Cal.
NM. For a persimal reply 'eclipse stamped, addressed
envelope.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
0#144./t,
Phone 753-1517 or 753-1191111
caL
Wednesiley, March 4
The WSCS oi the First Unit
ed Methodist Church will be
hostess for the annual district
day from 9:30 a.m. to noon,
sack lunch will be served.
• • •
The Flint Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the chur
at seven p:m. with the week o
prayer program by the men
• • •
The Cherry Corner Rapti
Church WMS will meet at
church at seven p.m.
• • •
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the Faxon School a
1:30 pin.
• • •
The Hazel Baptist Chun
WMS will meet at the new ad
Rion at 1:30 p.m. with
Elizabeth Orr as the leader.
• • •
Thil Elm Grove Baptist
aurch WMS will meet at the
church at seven pm with Mrs.




Co- uncry Club ,,an gim
bridge session at 9:30 tun. V
Polly Seale 733-7770 as hos-
teu A luncheon will be serv
at noon and a general meetin
for the women will follow.
sic Caldwell is chairman an
Helen Melugin is co-chairman.
No luncheon reservation need-
ed.
. • • •
Thursday, March 5
The Hazel Elementary School
PTA will meet at the school at
()even p.m. The program will be
oy the Gospel Aires quartet.
• • •
The Flint Baptist Cbureb
WMS will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
• • •
The Dorothy Circle of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt,
Magnolia Drive, at 7:30 p.m
• • •
• The Kirksey Baptist Chun
WMS will observe the week
prayer for home missions a • • •
the church at seven p.m.
• • •
The Garden Department of
-the Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting at the
club house at two p.m. Mrs
George Hart will give a slide
talk on gardens of Hawaii. Hos-
tesses are Mesdames Fred Ging
les, Eaf Hum, J. Edgar Pride,







Mrs. Charles Shuffett, chairman of the finance cow mit.
tee of the Zeta Department of thsi Murray Woman's Club.
shows an item to be auctioned to John T. lrvan who conduct-
ed the auction bazaar for Zeta*. Mn. James Weatherly, vice-
chairman. and Mrs. Juno Smith, chairman of this dopartmont,
are looking at ether items.
Auction Bazaar Is
Held At Meet Of
Zeta Deparinsinet.-
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held an
suction bazaar at its regular
meetineTbursday evening. Feb-
ruary 211, at the club house.
John T. II-van was the auct-
ioneer. Irvan, a native of Mur-
ray, has been employed by the
United States Tobacco Com-
pany since 1945 as a leaf sup-
ervisor and buyer.
Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, secre-
tary of the department, assist-
ed him as clerk and collector
for the auction. The proceeds
will be used for Zeta's special
Mental Health project and
other projects of the depart-
ment.
Mrs. June Smith, chairman
of the department, welcomed
the guest and presided over a
hort business session.i
have a business meeting at the Delightful refreshments were
home of Mrs. Neil Brown ml- rved from an attractive tabletowing the week of prayer pre ne in a patriotic motif. It
gram at the church at ell tills covered with, a red burlap
&Ia. cAilk fringed in white, and a• • • ;og and hatchet centered the
The Town and Country Home- :le White candles in wooden
makers Club will meet at the 11- ers Were used. The coffeet
se ice was blue enamel ware.
ostesses ,were Mrs. Dan
n, Woodfin Hutson, John




The Hazel Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the new acid-
Pion at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Vivian Fairris as the loader.
' • • •
Judge Robert 0. Miller will
sp.ak on "Troubled Youth" at
the meeting of the First Bap-
tist Church WMS at the church
at 11:30 am.
• • •
Mrs. Mason Thomas will be
leader at the meeting of the




The Flint Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 10:30 a.m for the week of
prayer program.
• • •
The World Day of Prayer will
be held at ,the St. John's Bap.
tist Church,' 2nd and Spruce
Street, at 7:30 p m. The pro
gram is sponsored by Church
Women United.
• • •
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at 12
noon at the Controunil Center,
1.11is Drive.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
•hurch at 1:30 pin with Mn
heys Keel as the leader.
• • •
The Hazel Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the new add
ition at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs
Irene Srnotherman as the lead
er.
• • •
The Fipt Baptist Choi-1i,
V. MS will meet at the cher. h
at 9 30 am with Mrs lia4,h
Tesymeer -as the leader
-litf.---add Mt' Chiller
Burrow of Fulton are the par-
ents of a baby girl, Betsy Lee,
weighing seven pounds thirteen
ounces, born on Friday, Febru-
ary 27, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Paternal grandparents are









1)nn't I. on an limo% Alton
, t C111 vthing. !hough. Brei
clean, manageable
As winter lingers through
:a ima] yoqr' moods
,n danger it matching the




hair. Something mild and
ontle, such as halls shamie.o,
keeps it that way through any
sariation in style or evrn
For an "ohjectise opinion"
on a new colt, trace the
o:thne of your face on a
mirror. If von've gotten si
carte, offset the ronndneus
ssilh hangs, or sti aight lii-
on the sides.
Long, thin Farr, coui
drawn out w Oh short
curls or a hill "Prince S'ali.nit
To soften square cut
',WI:N, the hair should flow in
ea,y wascs and curls. All
heighth on the top of diamond
shApes and put the fillInesx
on the bottom of heart-shaped
Ones.
A nd if ene or Pl.
r ip ate'.facial
emem is ae 05,41 e ear all
the style, sf.11 like. %%!lh
clean hair arwthinc's
a natniel. So if nothing .eint
Ionic Fresh and
(f. .1 1 ' -1 " will
Muffin mix and pit ".filling
make a quick peach cobbler. In a
large saucepan, combine 2
( I -pound 5-ouncei cans of peach
pie filling with 1 tablespoon of
lemon Mice and 1 teaspoon ol
cinnamon. heat to boiling,
• • •
Handl Lynn is the name cho-
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Mouser, Fox Meadows Trailer
Court, Murray, for their baby
girt weighing eight pounds 11,4
ounces, born on Thursday, Feb-
ruary 26, at 1:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. D. Mouser of Madison-
ville and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Alexander of Dawson springs
Mrs. A. II Canner of Dawson
Springs is a great grandmother.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Paulk,
1711 College Farm Road, Mur-
ray, announce the birth of a
baby girl, Angela Lee, weigh-
Mg eight pounds thirteen ounc-
es, born on Monday, March 2,
at 6:16 p.m. at the Murray-Callo-
way County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Lynn Ann, age two: The father
is supervisor of conservation
education in the Land Between
the Lakes.
' Mrs. Mable Moore of West
Frankfort, RI., is the paternal
grandmother Great grandpar-
ents are John Chester Paulk of
Hobart, led., and Mn. Mary El-
La Dew of Cambria, L1L
• • •
A baby girl, Andriane Rae,
weighing six pounds fourteen
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. David Hoskins, No. 7, Dill's
Trailer Court, on Tuesday,
March 3, at one am. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Ed Hoskins, Jr., and Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Walters, all of
Richmond, Ind. Great grandpar-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Morris of Mt Vernon, Ky., and





1.11111a Pas ton, like mans new
emptnyers jumping from high




MeAerri 1101 I eleplione I AIL.
l'aN ton work- in ill, (li,trirt
offi, e. joined the
eolnpatil,' Art graduation from
high ,I1•11.10411.
lo%t. ins work hreini.4.
there 1. ••••Iiiietliling happening all
the tone.- -.Aid %II, Pay bin.
'timil. there I. Harr-
ell, to flo e% en 41.1%, I Just
enpr, learning.-
Engineer. deaw plan- tor tele-
phony 1..10 illtie. and .1 ilra ft.-
• ofnari prepare.
where able 1.1o. aletl. ‘, unrile%
is 11'111,41.1W III order to know
ex.*, tly is hat are located
• \II.. Pa% I, ii, W,,v• (Might the
'inn, I 16,15 then 11(•111 ,i Er%
• 111.111... le' fore iitte lei
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By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
Did you ever think what this
world would be like without
color? I remember that one of our
boys who was in the service
during world war one and was at
Greenland several times, said
that everything was gray, gray
skies, gray sea, and gray land. I
can't imagine a more dreary
outlook.
But some yards are almost as
dreary, as there is no color there
the year round. Even the sim-
plest of planting can bring some
brightness and could be a delight.
If nothing else, where could at
least be green in abundance.
Nothing gives a place the effect of
coolness on a hot summer's day
as the lush greenness of trees,
grass and shrubs. And there is
such a wide variety of all sizes
and shapes and shades of green to
be selected that all of us can find
just the right plant for our own
needs.
Trees and shrubs of tbe proper
size can lend enchantment to our
houses that otherwise would look
so stark and bare. They gotten the
outlines and can be used to widen
the appearance of a house or give
it beighL •
Wig
shrubber. y. I prefer a more
natural setting, some folks might
call it the lazy way, but precise
planting never appealed to me. I
am afraid I would never make a
horticulturist or a garden ar-
chitect rich.
Heally, I believe a yard should
more or less express the feelings
of the people who live in a home.
We should love the plants that
are there and we can surely ex-
press ourselves in the myriad
kinds of greenery that is on the
market today. I look out a win-
dow and think "That is just the
spot for such and such a plant,"
and that, is the way it goes with
me.
If one wants to be more
sophisticated, there are green
flowering plants. Some of the
newer gladioli are a delicate
green that blend beautifully with
the other colors. There is one
called "Lemon Lime", that is
Just that, a lemon-time color.
Another one is called
"Aquamarine" that-has a hint of
blue in it but is still a cool looking
color, and another called "Green
Ice".
The new zinnias have one that
is definitely green called "Envy"
and there is one of the new
spidery Full mums called
"Chartreuse" that adds a new
note of green.
And of course there are the
Bells of Ireland that so many of
insve. I betray Manta-get away
from me somehow and that is one
pockage of seed I intend to plant
tide spring. For I have enjoyed
them in the past.
So be sure to think of the green
in your garden this year and add
a bit of It to the general scheme.
Getting
Around
How can you hang
wallcoverings around a wall
fixture without making a
mess?
Simply cut a large X In
the paper before the strip is
hung — then slide the covering




When you want to remove
the lobster meat from cooked
lobster tails do it this way.
Used kitchen scissors to cut
through the thick membrane
on the underside of the shell
and remove; peel back the
hard shell with one hand and





The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Cold-
water-United Methodist Church
met at the church an Monday,
March 2, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening.
Mrs Patsy Locke was in
charge of the program on
"Ways We May Grow Spiritual-
ty". Mrs. Elizabeth Jon*. road
Me scripture and Mrs. Linda
Wilson led in prayer.
..Christian Growth through var-
ious ways was discussed by the
following:
Reading an'd' Study by Mrs
Linda Wilson; Prayer and Me-
diation by Mrs. Betty Smith-
mier; Worship by Mrs. Alma
Cooper; Vocation by Mrs. Lu-
cille Haneline; Dailey Living
by Mrs. Lorene Wilson.
A prayer was read by Mrs.
Estelle Adams and Mrs. Alma
Cooper gave the treasurer's re-
Port
Seven members and one vis-
itor were present.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday, April 8, at 7:90
p.m. at the church.
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411' OLIVE BOULEVARD
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Charting * Phone 753-3552
BE SURE TO
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FRESH PURPLE HULL PEAS
CROWDER PEAS




. . Father Ralph Beiting
encourages the uncertain
, . suggests solutions
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
ABOARD M/V ISTRA (UPI)
The calendar said it was
ary. But it's hard to believe
is here while leaning on
ship's rail and watching
schools (flocks j of silvery flying
flashing across the sunny
rs of the Caribbean.
For it is always summer in
sub-tropical West Indies
the only ice is artificial
tinkles in tall glasses.
And thanks to the jet age,
met in winter is only hours
• ay for most Americans. From
York to Guadeloupe. where
boarded the Istra for a
week-long cruise, is only 31/2
rs. It takes about four days
by ship..
Piles of snow lined the streets
The Poverty Priest, Father Ralph Beiting
works with the poor of Eastern Kentucky,
but in ways calculated, to capitalize on their
fundamental pride in themselves instead of
draining that pride.
And for his successes, Father Beiting, pas-
tor of St. William Roman Catholic Church
in Lancaster, has just won the American
Exemplar Medal of the Freedoms Foundation
at Valley Forge. Gov. Louie B. Nunn placed
the Poverty Priest's name in nomination for
the award.
The Christian Appalachian Project, official
name for Father Beiting's mountain mini-
conglomerate, was established on the second-
growth timber land of Jackson County near
McKee, and includes a dairy, greenhouse
farm, Christmas tree plantation, machine and
woodworking shop, and a printing plant.
( Karen tam Photos)
takes time to listen
DA Ty FARMC
111,44Q0OUCTION. MAY • GRAIN
MOUSING POOJECT• MOW
FISHING a taNPINIKT OF
fo•A nu JACKSON colIK APPALACHIA
and the temperature was in the
teens when I left New York on
an Air France Boeing 707 on the
first leg of an air'sea cruise. The
mercury was flirting with the 80
degree mark and soft trade
winds rustled the palm trees as
we drove from the Pointe-a-Pitre
airport to the dock. Transfer of
passengers and luggage between
plane and ship is included in the
package.
In the week sinse—I am
writing this on the -last day of
the cruise—we basked in the sun,
swam in the ship's pool and at
beautiful beaches and went
sightseeing and shopping at
seven different ports of call.
Since leaving Guadeloupe we
have stopped at the Dutch island
of Aruba., La Guaira. Caracas'
port city in Venezuela. Fren(h
ntudw
FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS
5 Orrs$44








AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • cumberland faos
at Getup • Cameral Butler at Carrollton • Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Kentucky Oars Village at Cdbertswile • take Cumberland at lames
teem • Niteroi Bridge at Slade • Cartel"Caves at Olive Hill
BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
The $44 package rote per "(Newt owlvdes meals enteriammeat and
isistaing (double occupancy) in a luxurious room with two double beds
from Sunday evening dinner through•Thursday lun,h every week From
October 12, 1969 through March 26 1970
Call ceer,ei lienirtirt 41(12) 7717176 o, se• yew ,•••••••, tnovirl 'tont
11011e•kift 1.“141 Mimi. ',wit/fort A, 40501 Grernrea.1 1 -
Martinique, and t
British-flavored islands of
Grenada, Dominica, St. Kitts
and Antigua. Shore tours are not
included in the package but can
be arranged aboard ship or you
can strike out on your own.
I made my first air sea cruise
with other guEsts of Star Cruises,
a French tour firm Which
operates the Istra and its
sister,hip Dalmatia under charter
from a Y u goslav shipping
coMpany.
The 5,500-ton Istra, build in
1965, is completely
air-conditioned. Accommoda-
tions vary from two-berth cabins
inside below to two-room deluxe
suites on thr promenade deck
topside. (Rates range from $135
per person double to $550 per
person plus air fare.)
One-class ship
On Caribbean rruises, the
Istra operates as a one-class ship
Lynn C. Wilkerson of Chicago,
11., to En Jewel Wilkerson;
2314 acres in Calloway County.
Edgar Lee Pasdaall and Lucy
Joyce Gabel Paschall to Pasha
Orr and Joy Orr; 40 acres in
Calloway County.
R R Developmeot Co., Inc.,
to Jerry It Jones and Ann ho-
es; lot in Canterbury Estates
Subdivision.
Cyreee Williams Hall to Fa-
rms and Homes, Inc., of Evans-
ville, Ind.; 38 acres on Highway
121.
Fulton E. Young and Irene
C. Young to Bill E. Masai and
Hazel May Mae* lot in Fair-
view Acres Subdivision.
E. Cozette Galanos and Gwen-
dolyn Marie Manila of St. Louis,
Mo., Carlson Westmelkland of
Washington, Mo., B. Dolmas Ha-
wks of Los Angeles, Calif., Ke-
ninth D. Hawks of Eoseneffie,
Ind., Peggy C. Haynes of Royal
Oak, Mich., Wilbur Hawks of
Worthington, Ind., Margenrite C.
Emde -of St. Louis, Mn., and
Robert Guy Hawks of Birming-
ham, Ala., heirs of law of Wes
T. Hawks, deceased, to Wilma
Lee lempidAk Josephine La.
rapid= of BlvEle; property
at Crossland.
Lester G. Nanny and Myra S.
Nanny to Audrey W. Slnunoos;
lot in Circarama Subdivision.
Lester G. Nanny and Myra S.
Nanny to Audrey W. Simmons
and Mary D. Simmons; two lots
In Circarania Subdivision.,
. James _D. Nesbitt._ lo Peoples
Bank-property on U. S. Highway
641 South.
Affidavitt of descent of Lemon
Baker, died February 1; 1953,
to Lynn Reed Baker, Dellon Jun-
ior Raker, and Dewey, Lee Baker
of Southgate, Mich., Reba Baker
Hammer of New Boston, Mich.,
and Thalia Marie Hakim Coon of
Livonia, Mich.
Affidavitt of descent of Walter
J. Baker, died May 23, 1969,
to Ethel Baker Mitchum of Mur-
ray, Mary Baker Jones of Murr-
ay„ Lemon Baker, Deceased,
Marion Baker, Farmington, and
Arlet Baker, Elkton.
Mary Baker Jones and other
heirs to Cecil Baker and Bottle
Baker; property in Calloway Co-
unty.
A. G. Wilson and Joan Wilson
to Thomas Brown and lb Mae
Brown; two lots in Whitnell
tates Subdivision.
Roberts d Ra 00Hoyt an y beds
to Donald A. Jones and Jerry erona Grogan
McConnell; lot on Olive Street Hilda Bennett













Sta ndings: W. 1..






















Nigh Ind. Gillb• SC
One Birdsong _____ 173
Valada Stuart  171
Glenda Hill  170
Verona Grogan  170
ifigh tied. Opine MC
Valada Stuart  217
Dna Blidiong  —  '117
Glenda Hill  213
Verona Grogan  113
Nigh hid. Series SC
Glenda Hill  473
Margaret Morton • 470
Ona Birdeong  452
High lied. Series NC
Glenda Hill  808
Valada Stuart  590
Ona Birdieseng  585
Splits Converted
Helen Hargrove  3-10
Hilda Bennett ____ 4-5-7 h 2-10
Phyllis Carson  2-7
Ona Birdsong  3-7
Jane Birdsong  2-7
Jane Buchanan  3-10
Glenda Hill  2-5-10
Top Ten Averages
Margaret Morton  154
Mary Smith  149
Mary Harris  146
Sallie Guy  142
Ona Birdsong  140
rtha Alls  140




134with all passengers enjoying
equal privileges in the dining
room, maid lounge and other
Public areas. Passengers on
cruises are restricted to a total of
260 so there is only one sitting
at breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Meals also are served in cabins if
desired.
While not iis elaborate as on
the bigger cruise ships, the food
was well-prepared and service
was good. Menus offered at least
three main entrees daily, and
usually a special Yugoslav dish.
The ship crew are all
Yugoslays but officers. pursers,
waiters, stewards etc. speak
English and there is no language
difficulty. Adding a further
international touch was the
cruise staff—a Greek dire( or








We found the Istra far less
formal than other cruise ships
we've been on. In fact, many
pawiengers commented favorably
on the relaxed atmosphere and
-informality of shipboard life.
'It's like sailing on a private
yacht," said a veteran traveler
from New terse y who was
making her second cruise aboard
the Istra. "And the crew is so
thoughtful."
There was one minor
complaint about the itinerary
frotp,s a few passengers
Legislative
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Adding 2 Mombors HI 3
1-1
4,
Bail Sondsmain Licensing MB 29 so wo sio !Soo




'Black Lung' Benefits He 12 so• wor V'
sio•
LW'
koExecutive Budget HS 18 I/ Sio'l




Fast T,me, Exemption MB 16 a/ 0••
Parochial School Ad SI 128 .
, TAXES:
Auto Transfer Exemption HI 1 ••• 1.4. lo•
Collisg• Cost Deductions SI 2
I 1
1 ,
sneci.c,As Exonsption 111 4 i.4 10. Pio
Senate Governor
1.,mu Rentarnmg In Session 3  Nooks — 
•-•8•4Cirna.istro ••••fhOut. to govorncir asignolurie.
WEDNESDAY — MARCH 4, HITO
REFUGEES FROM THE PLAIN OF JARS Driven from their homes on the Plain of Jars by ad-
vancing North Vietnamese; Laotian refugees move ,into the resettlement village of Ban
Veunkham, constructed of poles and old parachute cloth 213 miles east of Vientiane.
EAGLE SCOUT AWARDS - Eagle
Scouts of the Four Rivers Council of Boy
Scouts were awarded plaques during a
recognition dinner at the Merit Clubhouse
Thursday night. Receiving plaques were:
front row, left to right: Raye Hornsby,
Murray; Ed Moore, Murray; Ricky Lowe,
Murray; Steve Passmore, Union City, Tenn.;
and Tommy Wright, Paducah. Second row:
Kim Cawley, Union City; Charles Scates,
Fulton; Curt Hull, Paducah; Admiral E. E.
Faro, U. S. Navy, retired, guest speaker;
Mike Chapman, Paducah; Robin Wood,
EG'..ryt.)3(1)15 gethr ; tire on,
Everybody's making a small car. .
Anil s,nre we've mote more
0:7;”' thar unyoke else, we thought
wn",{ rjs, olooQ scow,. th ,nr45 u,eve
learr, I ()Lout the bus nets over t e
yeor4
f,r.st r,fl, there's n lcubi about
the nly way ti, ',at,.an ii'crO-'y
Cai it 0rpr,tivrdy
kul11,10 sCruho
Lint self th•• hi--a ,,n1,nee;s ,
the Los,ess and thin 9,000 orc- i
tor ,nsre,..t ,rs t Ire"' Jr ti-e,
••• le velap an encprr,
L guzzler _If you con
qk' •flit Di
Union City; and Barry Forbis, Reidland.
Back row: John Patterson, Paducah; Steve
Milton, Benton; Dan Wallace, Paducah;
David Willard, Paducah; Charlie Watson,
Paducah; Gary Spiceland, Paducah; Ephram
Peak, Paducah; Stephen Bradley, Reidland;
and Sherman Swanson, Paducah. Admiral
Para, guest speaker for the evening was the
first Eagle Scout in West Kentucky having
received the award In 1920 while a Boy
Scout Of Troop 1 of Paducah. He IS a retired
Naval Admiral.
photo by Joe Hayden
luso 1 ,-Inler.
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CRACKERS 1 LB. BOX 25C
UREX LIQUID BLEACH


















RuMP ROAST LB . Sl 0!
LB lut inlsitoi TIP ROAST 
LB.si1 
FRyERs U. S. WINHSPOELCETED
U. 5. CHOICE CHUCK



























CHILI WITH BEANS 3 12 OZ,
GODCHAUX
10 99WITH COUPON LB.BAG
1 LB. CAN 5
Breast
Thighs  lb: 55C
Legs  lb. 55c
Backs & Necks  lb.14
T UP CHICKENS lb 590



























10 OZ. JAR 1.6
DETERGENT
7
 ALKA.SELTZER REG. VALU
20 TABLETS
LI:ERTY C
GODCH A_UX SUGAR 10  990BAG
With This Coupon And 55.00 Add.
Purchase. Exc. Tobacco & Dairy
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OLD PLANTATION68 OZ. CANS 49

































50 TREASURE CHFST STAMPS 50
With Coupog and 55.00 Add_ Purchase E xc.
Dairy Prod. & Tobbaco Put-.
Void. After March 10.t
YORKCOOKING APPLES
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Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, (left) newly app ointed Water Safety Chairman for Calloway
County, discusses the Red dross Learn-To- Swim program with committee members, Or.
Child Stewart, Chairman of M.S.U.'s Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletic
department, and Mrs. Jean Blankenship, Red Cross Executive Through cooperation of the
university and the local chapter of the Amer icon Red Cross, and with the services of vol-
unteer Instructors, a program of water safety instruction is offered annually to the public.
University students may also receive certifi cation in life-saving and water safety Instruct-
or through regularly scheduled courses offer ed by the physical education department.
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest IS Mid-Calf Is
Named Water Safety Leader Women's Wear
The appointment of Mrs. Gay-
lord Forrest as., Water Safety
Chairman for Calloway County
has been aimounced by Lester
Nanny, a Chapter Chairman.
Mn. Forrest has been
In' Red thf'over
twenty years, serving as Jun-
ior Red Cross Chairman, Cello-
way County, has served as a
"Gray Lady" Volunteer in the
U. S. Naval Roapital in Nor
folk, Va., and was Blood Chair-
man for Fairfax County, Va.
"It is the goal of the Callo-
way County Water Safety Chair-
man," said Mrs. Forrest," to
implement a program of water
safety which will prepare young-
sters of our cocmnunity to fully
enjoy with utmost safety re-
gards, the wonderful recreation-
al facilities of Kentucky Lake.
With the aid of Dr. Chad Ste-
ward, who is on our Water
Safety oommitee and the splen-
did cooperation of the univer-
sity, plus the services of Vol-
unteer instructors, we will be
able to offer a program of
swimming leS1101:13 in the near
future."
"A class in Life-saving will
be offered in May so that those
who wish to prepare themselves
for Life Guard positions this
Forrest said.
Mrs. Forrest is active in many
community organizations. She
served as Chairman of the lbw
ray Civic Music Associatios this
• Tkr__IPAMS114_W-
ed with the Kentucky Depart-
meat of Mental Health. They
live at 402 Chestnut with their
two sons, Bob and Ted, who
are students at Murray High
School'. -
The Water Safety Program is
one of the educational programs
offered by the local chapter
which is currently attempting
to raise funds for the coming
year through the March Fund
Drive. Donations may be made
to Box 488, Murray.
Miss Myrt Coleman
Funeral Held Today
Final rites for Miss Myrt
Coleman of Murray Route Two
were held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Ballock-Cole-
man Funeral Home with Rev.
Robert Robinson and Rev. A.
M. Thomas officiating.
Pallbearers were Truman Ed-
wards, Twyman Edwards, Char-
=mina. wth hay, this oppor,. lea Coleman, Guthrie Roberts,
Landon Carr, and Bryan Stap-
les. Burial was in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
-Miss Coleman, age 84, died
Monday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where she had
been a patient since January
20. She was a member of the
Locust Grove Church of the Na-
sarene.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Cora Edwards of Murray
Route Two; two brothers, For-
rest Coleman of Murray Route
B Two and Homer Coleman ofe Conducted Thursday Jacksonville, Ark.; one niece,
, Mrs. Guthrie Roberts; four nep-
The funeral for Ed DoneLson hews, Truman and Twyman Ed-
of Stone Park, m., formerly of wards, James and Charles Cole-
Calloway County, will be held man.
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. A. M.
Thomas officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be nephews who are Bill, Louis,
Bud, and Lester DoneLson,
Clarence Duncan, and Jessie
Rushing. Burial will be in the
Emmett Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Members of Temple Hill Lod-
ge No. 276 F&AM are asked to
assemble at the funeral home
at 1:45 p. m. Thursday to par-
ticipate in the Masonic rites to
be held at the grave.
DoneLson, age 87, died Mon-
day at an Oak Park Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Nancy Parker Donelson; son,
Hubert Donielson; two sisters,
Mrs. Lela Eldridge and Mrs. nett of Murray Route Three;
tunny. The university present-
ly offers Red Cross certification
in Life-saving and Water Saf-
ety Instructor through their
physical education department.
Sessions of lessons from begin-
ners upward will be held this
summer for the public. In short,
everything that can be done for
our citizens in Water SAfety
will be offered through the lo-
cal Red Cross chapter," Mrs
Ed Donelson Rites To
ghter, Mrs. Ruth Tucker of De-
troit, Mich.; son, Harley Bar. 
LolaKing; brother, Aud Den- (three grandchildren; severalelson, three grandchildren. ects and nephews.
TO ALL PERSONS HOLDING COMMON STOCK IN
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION:
The Board of Directors hi, ;oithortzed a call on ell
common stock issues of la4s through 1954'. -
This is a mandatory call and all interest has been
stopped on these issues as of Jaissira 1 ei70.
Please brine in our stock aea raljaatsssaaaassaga:y
Guy S Wilson, Mgr.
Calloway County Soil Imp Assoc.
Murray, Kentucky
'SOWS:
LUS 1-2 2'70 350 lbs $23 50 24 OM
A Few $2450;
US 13 300-550 lbs $22 75-23 50;
Horace Oscar Barnett
Funeral Held Today
- By VERNON SCOTT
_TIPLHollywood. Carespendent
.HOLLYWOOD (UP I)- Mesa,
the hustlers of feminine fashion
will fleece you of a minimum of
a thousand dollars in the next
year or so, according to
couturier Ray Aghayaie
Aghayan designs feminine
wardrobes for television and
motion pictures, and in some
cases male attire. He is a
nominee for an Oscar this year
for best costume design.
The death of the miniskirt is
Imminent, he says. And it's
going to cost you.
There's no way a miniskirt
hem can be let out 10 inches or
more.
Midi Is Coming Thing
Aghayan said, "The midid
(for middle of the calf) look is
the coming thing in fashion.
That means skirts will be about
12 inches above the floor or
four inches or so below the
knee."
Aghayan is a small man who
pays little attention to his own
wardrobe. He wears open neck
shirts, a sweater or vest,
comfortable slacks and shoes.
Changes in fashion don't hit his
bank account.
"The very short skirt," he
continued, "is good-looking on
the very young. Girls 19 and
under."
What about 20-year-olds.
"I don't consider them
young."
Aghayan has been circum-
spect in designing clothes for
females in television. A minis-
kirt today is fashionable. In re-
runs five years from now she
will be as dated as Claudette
Colbert in her ankle-length
skirts from the 1930s.
Actress Can Set Pace
"When I design clothes for a
TV actress I'm aware there
may be as many as 25 million
women watching and being
Influenced," he said. "If a
certain actress is seen often
enough she can set a fashion
pace."
The funeral for Horace Oscar Aghayan reckoned that a
Barnett was held today at two modest wardrobe of 10 or so
p. m. at the Palestine Unitedinew things would cost the
Methodist Church . with Rev, average female (more likely her
Gerald Owen officiating. husband) $1,000 to make the
Pallbearers were Rafe Jones, change from the old look to the
Alvin Jones, 011ie Miller, Her. new.
bert Miller, Coy Smith, and "The hippie look is unfashion-
Gardie Smith. Burial was in able now," Aghayan concluded.the Palestine Cemetery. "Women want to look more
Barnett, age 85, died at Pa- feminine. The mystique isducali Monday at ten a. m. He returning."
was a former resident of Cal- Aghayan only grinned when itloway County. was suggested that the mys-Survivors are his wife, Mrs tique was irreparably damagedZetta Barnet of Paducah; dam by the vistas of feminine flesh
displayed by the miniskirt.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 3410 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 396 Head, Barrows
and Gdts, Steady; Sows, Steady
to 25e Higher.
Contests....
(Continued From Pave 1)
Lilly. Judges for the event were
Mesdames 0. B. Boone and
Clegg Austin.
In the poetry contest, 'first-
place awards of $10.00 were
presented to Beth Wilson, jun-
ior high division, and Galen
Thurman, Jr., senior high div-
ision. Both students are stud-
ents at Murray High School.
Second-place awards of $5.00
were presented to Laurel Guy,
Faxon Elementary, junior high
division, and to Wanda Mc-
Nabb, Murray High, senior high
division. Presentations were
made by Mrs. Robert Scott,
chairman of the Alpha Depart-
ment, who announced that the
winning poems would be enter-
ed in the state contest.
Mrs. John Belt, chairman of
the Kappa Department, intro-
duced the winners in the essay
contest and made the awards.
In the junior high division,
Connie Lawson, Murray High
School, won first-place and a
$25 Savings bond; Beth Wilson,
Murray High School, won Dec-
ond-place and $10.00 cash. In
the senior high division, Bob
Spann, Murray.. High School,
won' first-place and a $25 Sav-
ings bond; and Lisa Perrin, Cal-
loway County, won second-place
and received $10 cash. Judging
the event were senior English
and history majors at Murray
State University. Mrs. Belt an-
nounced that the winning es-
says will be entered in the state
comest
The state art show this year
will include three categories:
walerpaints,-and- graphics.
The to' pnrptii-Alblkin award
was made Monday night to two
local entrants, Denise Grogan,
Murray High School, for a pas-
tel portrait, and Cindy Steele,
University School, for graphics
Five dollar awards accompanie
the ribbons.
Other winsers in these three
categories :ncluded: Oil, Bill
Scull, Calloway County, red rib-
bon; Waterpaints, College, Lin-
da Hurnphreys University, blue
ribbon, $2.00; Acrylics, Diane
Hutchens, Murray High, blue
ribbon and $2.00; Randy Gro-
gan, Murray High, red ribbon;
and Barbara Jones, Murray
High, white ribbon; Watercolor,
Mark Tinsley, Murray High,
blue ribbon and $2.00; Mark
Johnson, Calloway County, and
Ronnie Smith, University, tied
for red ribbon; Kenny Suiter,
Calloway County, white ribbon;
Kenny Colson, University, ye!.
low ribbon.
Mixed media, Ronnie Green,
blue ribbon and $2.00, and J.11
Mitchell, red ribbon, both of
Calloway County; Pastels, De
nise Grogan, Murray High, blue
ribbon aad $2.00, and Barbara
Jones, Murray High, red ribbon.
Graphics: Drawings, Mike Mc.
Cage, Murray High, red ribbon,
and Denise Grogan, Murray
High, white ribbon; Prints, Jes-
sie Outland, University, blue
ribbon and $2.00; Cindy Steele,
University, red ribbon; Sue Ann
BUSH'S SPECKLEDStory, University, white ribbon;
and Vicki Copeland, UniversitYi_11U
ellow ribbon. REANS-2-:a 23*
27,000 State Tax
Refunds Are Mailed
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Income
tax refunds already have been
mailed to over 27,000 Kentuc-
kians, James E. Luckett, com-
missioner of Revenue, said.
More than 86,000 refund chec-
ks now are being processed for
mailing as overpayments of 1969
taxes.
R efunds mailed out are running
considerably ahead Of last year,
Lucked said. Ore eeason is that
taxpayers are mailing in their
returns earlier.
So air over 195,000 returns
have been received from Ken-
tucky's estimated one million
State-income taxpayers.
Luckett said faster process-
ing is helped when a taxpayer
mails his return to the proper
address. Those expecting refun-
ds should mail to: Kentucky Tax
Refund, P. 0. Box 740, Frank-
fort, Ky., 90601. All other re-
turns should be mailed to: Ken-
tucky Department of Revenue,
Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
The filing deadline is Aprf
15.
FINED IN PADUCAH
Three Murray State Univer-
sity students were fined $50
each plus costs on charges of
drinking under age and public
drumtenness in the Paducah
City Court, according to a story
in the Paducah „Aun,Dernoeret,
Lori Bixby- and Mary Ann Wil-
liams, both of Hester Hall, were
fined $50 plus costs on charges
of drinking under age. Michael
Johnston, 20, White Hall, also
was fined $50 on a public drunk-
enness charge, the report said
THREE CITED
Three persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were two for speeding and one
for -eckless driving.
Graduates....
(Continued From Page 1)
receiving bachelor's degrees
were: Phillip Owen Barber,
William Larry Bellamy, Car-
elyn J. Boggess, John Nicholas
Brady, Jr., Homer Michael
Charlton, L. E. Clifford, Janice
Sue Conley, James Ronald Co-
oper, Susan Victoria Crawford,
Jimmy Wayne Culpepper, Lar-
ry Allen England, Dixie Anne
Franks;
Mary Oakley Hinton, Dixie
Marie Hopkins, Edward Maley,
Constance Hopkins Jones, Jer-
ry Lee Key, Patricia Gayle
Lassiter, Paul James Matthai,
Paul W. Myhill, John Christo-
pher Phillips, Aubrey Della
Ricks, Larry Dale Riggs, James
Richard Stocks, Jr., Laveeta E.
Story, John Stephen Torrenga,
Sharon Louise Venable, Joe
Darrell Ward, Nancy Lucas Wil-
lis, Jimmy Boyd Wilson.
Graduating with master's de-
grees from Callcrway County
were: Mary Lou Benedict, 110
N. 14th, Murray; Ruth Linn
Daughaday, 1614 Hamilton Ave.,
Murray; Noel Forster Hendrix
R. R. 6, Murray; George Th
dore Karnavas, 1106 W. Main,
Murray;
Joseph Alan Livingston, 1414
Vine, Murray; Dan Thomas
Marshall, 801 Meadow Lane,
Murray; Arvy Glen Sims, 520
Whitness Aye, Murray; Sue
Mitchell Spann, 1204 E. Dog-
wood Dr., Murray; Carol Boy-




crew has been added to a
project in the Virgin Islands ta
determine how well humans
can function in ocean depths.
Officials of the Tektite II
program said Monday four
women biologists and one
woman mechanical engineer
ill spend 14 days in a habitat
50 feet under the surface to
tudy aquatic life.
Bail Bond ....
(Continued From Page 1)
men post securities with the in-
surance commissioner, the a-
mendments, added by the Sen-
ate also provide they would
lose their licenses if they fail
to pay forfeitures within five
days.
The bill also forbids bail
bondsmen to make political con-
tributions to any candidate and
prohibits them from referring
clients to attorneys.
"We still feel like we have a
good bill," Carroll told the
House.
The House Tuesday passed 11
other bills and adopted three
resolutions in a grueling four-
hour session. The lower cham-
ber reconvenes at 1 pm. EST
today.
One measure repealing por-
tions of a 1968 law requiring
pleasure boat toilets for licens-
ing was tabled by a vote of 38-
35. Rep. Peter Conn, D-Loula
ville introduced the tabling mo-
tion.
The bill which caused the
most debate and finally squeak-
ed by, 45-42, after surviving a
motion'to place it on the clerk's
desk was the industrial loan
bill.
Rep. William C. Kenton, D-
Lexington, who introduce4 the
bill, was succeeded on the floor
by Rep. Bruce Blythe, R-Louis
vile, who after announcing hls
support of the bill called for a
motion of the previous quest,
Ion, Such a motion cut off any
chance of having the bill or. . _
laded.
:711.1.1$11-111ROtt-VVIVIVOMP
rial loan companies to lend mo-
ney at 7 per cent per annum
rather than 6 per cent and de-
lete the requirement that
charges for expenses would be
permitted only on the first $2,-
000 loaned.
New Money
Wilson W. Wyatt Jr., D-Lou-
isville, said the bill would bring
credit to individuals unable to
obtain it from banks and also
would bring new money into
the state.
Another controversial bill
which passed, 49-34, despite its
denunciation by House minor-
ity leader W. Harold DeMar-
Enrollment....
(Continued From Page I)
of 7,334 in 1968. The 6,737 stu-
dents during the 1969 spring
term represented an all-time
high for a spring semester.
Gantt said the springtime
drop in enrollment from the
previous year was the first one
recorded in the past 10 years.
Besides 1969, fall enrollment
figures fell below the previous
year in 1948, 1951 and 1962.
He pointed to increased out-
of-state tuition fees and expand-
ing junior college and commun-
ity college synems as factors
In the enrollment decline.
Gantt called attention to the
trend toward increased enroll-
ment at the upper level and in
Graduate School.
"Graduate School enrollment
of 784 for the spring semester
is an ail-time high for any se-
mester," he said, "while the
1,902 in the senior class and
the 1,484 in the junior class
Aire boh spring term high
marks."
A total of 53.4 per cent of the
total spring enrollment is in
upper levl or graduate study.
cus, R-Stanford, would require
the State Highway Department
to repay utility firms the full
cost of relocating utilities re-
sulting from construction or im-
provement of interstate high-
ways.
Declaring the bill to be un-
nstitutional, DeMarcus said it
would, 'get the amount the
of -Kentucky loses and
place it in the hands of the gi-
ant corporations."
HB 388, as amended, which
passed, 73-4, would prohibit the
admission of evidence of any
prior conviction in the trial of
persons charged with commit-
ting a felony.
Although a Sunday-closing
bill originally had been posted
for Tuesday, it was postponed
until Thursday because of a
death in the family of its spon-





SPINACH _ _ _ _ # 303
GREEN GIANT
PEAS with ONIONS # 303 can 27(t
Additional categories, which
were not eligible for the state
contest, were hangings (weav-
ing), cermaics, general crafts,
and functional weaving. Awards
made included: Hangings (weav.
ing): Mike McDonald, Univer-
sity, blue ribbon and $2.50;
Gerry Puckett, University, red
ribbon and 51.00; Miriam Hen.
don, University, white ribbon;
Ceramics: Gary_Darriell, Murriy
High, blue ribikin and $2.50;
Jenny Barker, Murray High, red
ribbon and $1.00; Mark Tins-
ley, Murray High, white ribbon;
Tripp Williams, Murray High,
yellow ribbon; General Crafts:
Phyllis Lindsey, Murray High,
blue ribbon and $2.50; Todd
Shupe, Murray High, red ribbon
and $1.00; Kenny Colson, Uni-
versity, white ribbon; Function.
al weaving: Linda Humphreys,
University, blue ribbon a nd
$2.50; Danny Alexander, Unis
verses', red ribbon and $1.00;
Linda Jones, University, white
ribbon; and Barbara Jones,
Murray High, yellow ribbon.
Judges for the event were
Mrs. Henry Holton, Miss Karen
Boyd, and Richard Jackson
Presentations were made by
Mrs. James Garrison, Art Show
Chairman for the Creative Arts
Oepartment.
At the close of the contests,
Mrs. Sparkman expressed app-
reciation to all the participants
and to the many guests attend
mg. Cake and punch were serv
ed by members of the Dell,,
Department
US 1-3 200-130 Ms $27 25-27.75; - FIVE-DAY FORECAST
US 24 190-240 Ms $26 7527 25, Kentucky: Extended outlook
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $26.25-26 75, Friday through Sunday
US 34 260-2813 Ilis $25.75-26.25,
Chance of rain Friday an
agiin late Sunday Nat- much
change in temperatures Enda.
through Sunday. Highs in It
upper 4es to low 54.1s Lows in















. . . In The Dairy Case!
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NEW YORK (UPI) — For
most of his life, K.B. Abernathy
never paid, much attention to
pleasure boating. Now,
suddenly, he is president of one
of the largest companies in the
industry — Kiekhaefer Mercury.
The genial Abernathy moved
into the top spot in the big
marine engine producing
company, a division of
Brunswick Corp., a few months
ago, replacing Mercury's
founder, Carl Kiekhaefer,who is
on the verge of reaching
retirement age.
Confessing to his lecib of
boating knowledge, the
53-year-old native of Missoula,
Mont., said in a recent interview
that he approached his new post
as "just a new business" and
then jokingly added: "I hope it
may even become an avocation."
Most recently treasurer of
Brunswick and general manager
of the Brunswick International
Division, Abernathy said he
hadn't had quite enough time
yet to finalize a definite program
for Mercury's future, but he did
make these points:
— He hopes to build up the
company on its existing
strength, "especially its
engineering superiority,"
preserving it or increasing it.
— He plans to maintain a
constant search for new product
Ideas — certainly wouldn't
rule out expansion into other
fields."
— In racing, where Mercury,
like other engine manufacturers,
backs various- contestants by
supplying them with its
products, he plans to
de-emphasize the company's
interest in off-shore
competition. It's his belief "the
public doesn't identify" with
this facet of the sport because it
takes place outside of spectator
view.
— On the other hand, he
proposes to keep the company
strong in the field of closed
course racing where he believes
performance of Mercury motors
will make a stronger impression
on the buying public. But even
here he plans to be selective,
picking,. only the major events
where good competition is
assured. n. t.
— He hopes to make a strong
niche for Mercury in the
snowballing snowmobile
business, where the company
already has established a good
foothold.
— He will place heavy
emphasis on consumer
satisfaction, providing "full and
adequate service on Mercury
products because that is the
keystone of.--bOnem."
Abernathy said he had spent a
good'part of hi first weeks with
Mercury visiting dealers and
distributors — "meeting people
on the firing line; that's where
the action is."
"All seemed optimistic about
1970 despite the talk of tight
money and other economic
factors," he said.
Although born in Montana,
Abernathy was raised in
Evanston, Ill., where he
graduated from Northwestern
University. He also holds
certificates from the advanced
management programs of both
General Electric Co. and the
Harvard University
School From 1941 to 1945, he
Worked in accounting, marketing
and manufacturing for General
Electric, joining General Electric
Credit Corp. in 1945. In 1962,
he left to become assistant vice




WASHINGTON (GPO — The
courts are taking away part of
the school's traditional control
and authority over its students,
reports Education, U.S.A., a
newsletter on education affairs.
The point is explored in a new
publication from the National
Association of Secondary School
Principals, aimed at helping
principals to stay out of court.
The report is called "The
Reasonable Exercise of
Authority." The association
cautions against inspecting a
student's locker or desk, except
in extreme circumstances, and
then only with the student's
permission. .
* * *
The Boston Tea Party took
place Dec 16, 1773.
The American Automobile
Association was founded in
1902.
*
;:,41Xtelletkragd Aur- won .3i*.
tu!ift in Los Angeles in 011)7 —
FERTILITY DRUG QUINTS
The Klenist house In Far Hills, with addition underway. ".
One of the quintuplets sleeps in the hospital incubator.
WE WERE SUPPOSED TO HAVE THREE KIDS," says over-
whelmed William Kienast. 38. holding up five fingers in
New York after his wife Margaret, 27, gave birth to quin-
ipTets-in ColiirribTa-PfesbytTeriari 7G1TAca1 Centff-there. She
had taken a fertility drug. The Kienasts, Far Hills, NJ ,














WEIGHTS AND MEASURES —
A NECESSITY
The first week in March is
"National Weights & Measures
Week."
In a time when we have special
weeks or months designated for
giving added recognition to var-
ious activities, or services, it is
perhaps easy for the average per-
son to let them pass with little
thought. For many of us who view
with apprehension that which
hints of mathematical calcula-
tions, "Weights & Measures We-
ek" might not be particularly
appealing.
Yet, we need to only stop
and consider how many of our
daily activities involve sometype
of weight or measurement deter-
mination to appreciate weights
and measures work. Since most
transactions where weight or me-
asurement is a factor involve
monetary considerations, accur-
acy is of major importance.
Basically, accuracy is the ob-
jective of a weights and measur-
es program. The Kentucky De-
partment of Agriculture, through
its Division of Weights and Me.
asures, is responsible for this
work In Kentucky, and the Divie
sion servePas the. official cus-
todian of the State's standards.
Last year, Division inspectors
clieckweighed 369,400 items
iiickVRt
at retail outlets. Of this number,
61,050 or 15 percent, were con-
demned for short-weight. On Wh-
olesale packages , 782,096 items
were checked, with 118,802 being
condemned.
Another important area of the
Division's work is mechanical
inspections, that is the checking
of commercial weighing and me-
asuring devices for accuracy.
Last year , over 20,000 gaso-
line pumps were inspected, with
1,956, or 11 percent, being or-
dered out of use until proper
adjustments were made, Inspec-
tion of 10,306 computing scales
resulted in 1,241, or 18 per-
cent, being condemned until co-
rrections Were made.
Other inspections covered lar-
ge capacity scales, LPG meters,
livestock scales, wholesale pet-
roleum meters, tobacco scales
and over 33,000 baskets of toba-
cco. Anhydrous ammonia opera-
tions were checked for safety
with some 21 businesses being
cited for failing to meet safety
requirements. Limestone for
Kentucky's farms was tested to
insure that it met State standar-
ds.ea
Kentucky's growing commerce
requires an efficient and active
weights and measures program.
Accuracy is important to the
buyer and seller alike.
Figured on a per capita basis,
Kentuckians pay 11 cents each for
this proginm conducted to main-
tain accuracy in transactions in-
volving weight or measurement.
For snowblower safety
NEW YOH' (UPli Anyone
with a 'heart condition should
not attempt to push a
snowblower, according to
medical 'experts. Also children
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MANE JUICE _Fr_est! Ades
BROCCOLI SPEARS Frosty Ac
CAULIFLOWER_ F—r° Y Acres
BABY LIMAS —Frosty Acres
WAFFLES Frosty Acres
STRAWBERRIES _Frosty Acres
FROSTY WHIP _ Frosty Acres
_FOODS *
o; 3 $1
2 FOR 49 IDAHO POTATOES
2 FOR 49° LE11'UCE Large  
2 FOR 4q° CARROTS
- 10 oz.
—




1 lb. bag 10'
2 FOR 25° APPLES Golden Delicious  4 lb. bag 35'
16 °L. 4Y EGGS Large Country  doz. 49'












Plain Or Self Rising
FLOUR
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OVIIELOOKING THE 14th GREEN-Frank Braila, golf pro and
imadricaping supervisor at Paris Landing State Park, stands on
THE LEDGER & TIMIS
the 14th tee overlooking one of the unfinished greens on the beck
side of the 18-hole course at Paris Landing.
State Golf Course Shapes Up
Story and Picture
By TOM WILLiAMS
Work on the 18-hole golf course at Paris
Landing State Park-"one of the finest in
the South"--is on schedule and the course
should be playable by late fall, according
to Frank Brains, the golf professional and
construction IMpervisor.
Brahn said Friday a date has not yet
been set for the opening of the course, but
that with good weather work could be
completed by late October.
"The course will be open to the public at
a nominal greens fee," be said. "We
expect the course to be widely used."
He praised the natural beauty of the
rolling terrain and commented on the
difficulty of some holes.
"The natural beauty of the rolling hills,
plus the view of the lake from most points
on the course, gives the course a natural
appearance that in metropolitan areas
takes years to create.
"Probably the most important feature of





LEXINGTON, Ky. -About mid-
day on March %when the orbiting
moon gets in position, a shadow
path 100 miles wide will streak
up the Eastern Seaboard at a
speed of 1,500 miles per hour.
This, according to astronomers
which is fully automatic and will cover the
entire course," he said.
"We are starting to install the water
system now, and expect this to be the most
time consuming part of the Work that
remains," he noted
Brahn said most of the heavy earth
m'ing and lindscijithg had been
'completed, and that fine grading of the
greens and fairways would begin as soon
as the weather permitted.
Work has not begun on the clubhouse.
However, the money has been
appropriated by the legialture, and
contracts for the structure should be let
soon, he said.
Brahn says the course Is characterized
by narrow, wood-lined fairways and hill-
top greens. It will favor the accurate
driver, and slicers and hookers may have
a rough go of it.
The distances are not great between
holes. The longest par 5 is 516 yards, and
the longest par 4 is 420.
Since most of the shots are up steep hills,
the National Geographic Socie-
ty, will mark the last total solar
eclipse visitte from the East
In this century.
But unless well prepared, ama-
teur skywatchers shouldn't try to
observe this great celestial eve-
nt. Otherwise, it could be dan-
gerOUS.
Astronomers say that a per-
son can be partially or per-
manently blinded in an instant-
even during total eclipse- by loo-
king at the sun with the naked
eye.
And don't, the astronomers
warn, depend on sunglasses, sm-
oked glass, or -even welder's
goggles for protection. They are
not nearly dark enough. Only a
- MURRAY. KENTUCKY
however, the distances may seen a little
longer.
Brahn, who with his wife Sarah and
three children lives on the state park, will
stay on at the course as golf pro and course
superintendent after its opening. Mrs.
Brahn teaches kindergarten at Buchanan
ca-inaa.
His work will include maintenance of the
course, which includes operaung a pro
shop and practice green, and conducting
golf Clinics for guests of the park.
Brahn brings ten years of experience as
a golf pro to his lob at Paris Landing
in Mil Brann negan as an assistant pro
at Belle Meade Country Qub in Nashville.
He worked there under E. E. (Bubby)
Johnson.
In 1963 Brahn became pro at Swan Lake
County Club in Clarksville, where he
stayed until this year when he took his
present job.
He is a class A member of the
Professional Golf Association. He has not
toured, but he has won a number of
amateur events in Tennessee.
Story and picture courtesy of the Paris Post-Intellingencer
double layer oi Gumpietely expos-
ed photographic film held before
eyes, binoculars, telescopes, or
camera view-finders, are dense
enough to screen out the burning
Infrared rays which damage the
eyes without any sensation of
pain.
A solar eclipse is observed
most safely by not looking at the
sun at all, but instead watching
Its cresent-shaped image reflect-
ed on a piece of paper held in
the hand.
In the early years of celestial
science, especially in China, ec-
lipses were believed to. be caused
by a big dragon that took bites
out of the sun or moon. There-











WE DO THEM ALL
Cubbs ,Stubio
223 Sooths 13th Street
For Appointment Call 153.3001
was impending, court astronom-
ers were called out to prevent
it. They were supposed to shoot
arrows and beat drums to drive
away the hunger critter.
According to an old tale, the
first solar eclipse ever record-
ed was on Oct. 22 , 2137 B.C.
At this time two Chinese as-
tronomers were delegated the
task of driving off the dragon.
They failed however, because
lingering too long over a bowl
of rice wine, they slept through
the eclipse, and were beheaded
on orders of their displeased
emperor.
Since that time, astronomers-
in pursuit of more knowledge
about the sun-have been trying
keep a closer check on eclip-
ses.
Observations of these specta-
cular phenomena help keen the
world's timepieces accurate, and
enable astronomers, hundreds of
years in advance, to predict ec-
lipses to the minute.
But even if their timing is off
for a few seconds, modern as-
tronomers are not likely to suffer
the fate spelled out in ancient
China's imperial records.
"Being before the time," acc-
ording to ancient Chinese edict,
"astronomers are to be killed
without respite; and being be-
hind the time, they are to be
slain without reprieve."
A solar eclipse occurs when
the orbiting moon passes between
the sun and earth.. It may be
either total or partial, but ceey
when the moon entirely masks
the sun can observers see the
sun's corona-the ghostlike halo
that extends a million or more
miles into space. Always such
events are awesome and contri-






A total of 258 Murray State
University seniors are doing
their student teaching assignmen-
ts in more than 100 Kentucky and
Tennessee elementary and sec-
ondary schools dicing the first
nine weeks of the spring semes-
ter, Dr. Donald A. Jones, chair-
man of the Department of Ethics-
tonal Services at the University
has announced.
Another 152 will complete
their assignments during the sec-
ond nine weeks of the term, he
said. The first nine weeks end on
March 2'7, while the second ends
June 5.
Fourteen others, who will be
student teaching on a hali-day
basis, will be in their assigned
schools for the full 18 weeks of
the spring term.
The student teachers assigned
to schools in Calloway County
for these first nine weeks, the
subjects they are teaching and
their hometowns are as follows:
Arm Elementary School: Mi-
chael B. Fisher, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
a P. E. teacher for the full 18
weeks.
Calloway County High School:
P. E., Robert M. Bogle Nash-
ville, ILL; Ind, Arts, Eddie But-
ler Marion, English, Cynthia D.
Moller, Paris, Ill.. Health and
P. E.; Carol Mae itopper, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Emanuel L. Las-
caster, Dover Tenn., and Ger-
aldine A. Verrigne Saratoga Sp-
, will both bet:aching music
Ike fat 18 w
Faxen Elemental, Sebbor Gra
ade 1, Anna Chop:Mee, South
River, N.J.
Hazel Elementary School: His-
tory , Johnny L. Brannai, Pur-
year, Tenn.
Kirksey Elementary School:
Grade 1, Kathleen D. Giardina,
Massapequa Park, N.Y.
Lynn Grove Elementary Sch-
ool: D. Suzanne James Marion,
*teacher of history and English
for the full 18 weeks.
Austin Elementary School: Ma-
rgery Althaus, Wheaton, Ma.,
a teacher of the educatable men-
tally retarded and also Grade 5;
Lanette Underwood, Murray, Gr-
ade 6; Pamela Southard, Bath,
N.Y., Grade 3; Ruth Seaton, Kee-
n, Grade 1; Sarah Smother man,
Murray, and Paula Esterle, Pl-
easure Ridge, both working with
the educatable mentally retard-
** Joyce Marrs, Harrisburg,
and Kay Carter , Vandalia,
M., both P E. teachers for the
full 18 weeks.
Carter Elementary School: Gr-
ade 6, Rebecca Sims Danville,
and Kenneth Bailey, Louisville,
Grade 5, Janet Kevil, Metropol-
is; Grade 4, Donna Thompson,
Ripley, Tenn.; Grade 3, Patric-
ia Johnston, Benton; Grade 2,
Susan Preusse, Chester, Ill.; Gr-
ade 1, Betty Scott, Murray.
Robertson Elementary School:
Grade 3, Gloria Day, and Janice
Hinson, both of Central City,
Grade 1, Janis Michels, Gray-
Ill.; Kindergarten, Linda
Anderson, Benton; Grade 4, Judy
Davidson, Clic'. • and Elizabeth
Holsbouser, C ersville, Mo.
Murray High School: Mathe-
matics Connie Garrett, Carrni,
ik Arts, Donnie Allen,
Dawson Springs; Biology, Gary
Calvert, Oblong, Ill.; Home Ec.,
Pamela Clifford, Taylor, Mich.;
Business, Larry Daniels, Murr-
ay; Biology, Kathleen Hess
' 
Bu-
ffalo, N.Y. French, Beverly Hog.
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All tied up emotionally? The
Cleanliness Bureau suggests: go
take a bath. Fill the tub with
warm water and extra-thick
soapsuds. Then just sit and soak.
If the telephone rings, ignore it.
PATRIOTISM TROUBLE Mrs.
I 1111(011 (1.1110V1.1* IINd(S 11(1-
0...Verrng In Roxbury. Conn ,
.ofter her suspenaioon as
(tor ',fusing los 1-11.1.1(.•
OW Pledge sof Allegiosno, to .
II.' Flag. Ahe maintains soh,
....Isnot lead her class in (hi-
r eed:Ilion whirls vont:sins Ow
phrase "%sills liberty :old J ul..
boe for all She seekg
,o wart.M.)1m m ao tos gainst. Ion-
-:' tiltr2 1fd,
an, Frankfort; ehemLstry, Diana
Lossner, Montgomery, Alm; Lib,
Sea. & English, Carol Aycock,
LaCenter, and Jacquelyn Miller,
Puryear, Tenn.; P. E. , Nicholas
Passaretti, Trenton, N.J., and
Nancy A. Droke, Swath, Mo.;
Art, Michael Ingrassia, Hillside,
M., Jennifer Ware, Morgande-
kt, teaching art for the Ml 18
weeks; Charlotte Jones , Herrin,
111., Janssen Rich, Kenneth, Mo.,
Duane Scribner, Sclanedtady,
N.Y., and William Thomas, Mur-
ray, all teaching music for the
fidl 18 weeks.
University School: Mathema-
tics, James Cartlkge, Trenton,
N.J., Music, Dinah Cherry, Prin-
ceton; History, Terry Davenport,
Salem; Lib. Set. & English, Karen
Fitzpatrick, Custer Park, 111.;
Music-Vocal., Donna Green, Bar-
dstown; Biology, Michael Petty,
Barlow; Art, Joseph Rhodes,
Madisonville; Home Ec Mary
%SSW, Murray; English, Patricia
Takacs, Harrisburg, HI, and Ma-
rjo Tidwell, Paducah; P. E.,
William Zachary, Bricktown,
N.J.; Grade 6, Elaine Casey,
Paducah; Grade 5, Jane ism-
bower, Newton, N. C.; Grade 4,
Barbara Stamp, North Riverside,
Ill.; Grade 3, Paula Esterle,
Pleasure Ridge, and Sarah Smo-
therman, Murray; Grade 2, Leo.
file Arloold, Mprray; Grade 1,
Sara Bishop, Barberton, Ohio;
and Kindellallie.l, Urea Oehler,
Eiglo‘nc-
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 4, 1970
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRE88 INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Sen. J. William Fulbright, D-Ark., warning
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that administration offi-
cials' testimony about U. S. involvement in Laos indicates "an
ominous and dangerous future."
"It is wildly absurd to say that Laos and Vietnam, singly
or together, have the capability of doing harm to the United
States - except as we permit it through embroiling ourselves
In interminable wars in those countries."
SAIGON - National Assembly Deputy Tran Ngoc Chau, re-
fusing the services of defense attorney appointed by the court
after his three lawyers quit, charging the judges had already
decided Chau's guilt on charges of conspiring with a Communist
agent, his brother:
"My lawyers did not abandon me, but because of the many
difficulties in defending me, they quit. not because I am guilty,
but because no more defense is possible."
PARIS - President Georges Pompidou, in a message to Pres-
ident Nixon upon his return to France from a nine day trip to
America:
"Animated by the same ideas, the American people and the
French people can, on the basis of a mutual understanding,
bring much not only to the safeguard of liberty and the reinfor-
cement of peace in the world, but also the slow and difficult
construction of the happiness of mankind."
WASHINGTON - President Nixon, in an emergency proposal
to Congress to 1310ek a national railroad strike by imposing con-
tract terms on the union involved:
"We must not submit to the chaos of a nationwide rail stoppage
because a minority of the affected workers rejected a contract
agreed to by their leadership. The public interest comes first."
House plants get mid-winter
doldrums, too. Perk them up
with a special bath. Wipe leaves
with a sudsy sponge to get rid of
smoke, oily residues, then rinse
under the shower. Don't forget
to sponge down the plant
containers, too.
An efficient homemaker can
save time and energy by
including one "big" item - such
as a blanket or slipcover - each
week, along with the regular
family wash. That system
prevents a periodic buildup of
extra laundry.• , .03 ./....k. WEEK
SPECIALS
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Men's Dacron and Woe,
Blends
One Table Boys' LADIES PUMPS
SUITS SLACKS
Reg. Short Long Values to $7.00 Reg. $11.99 - $7.11111
Reg. $55.00






Values to $8.00 Values to $11.“
Values to $9.00 SALE . . .












Reg. $40.00 - $22.88 NOW  $3.00 Velveteen
Reg. $35.00 - $18.85 $14.00124.00 Reg. $7.55 - 
$2.00
















One Table Dacron One Table
Ladles
DOUBLE KNIT MATERIAL
COORDINATE Reg. $4.97 yd. Values to WM yd.
SPECIAL! ... SPECIAL! .. •
SPORTSWEAR , $3.88 YD. 88° YD.
.11Nekes As $14.00 1
One Table
NOW $3.00 MATERIAL Braided
Values to $26.00 Reg. WOO yd.
NOW $6.00
'





BEDSPREADS TOWELS . REG. $59.00
Reg. $1500 Reg. $3.50 - 51.88 '
SPECIAL! .
HAND TOWELS
Reg. 52.00 - 88e
WASH CLOTHSS $29"







Innovation, the random i
system, the so-called
lottery, raises the ma
Was in service-age An
and those close to them,
Below are those q
most frequently asked la
the random selection s
and my answers to theqt
Questions regarding
pect of Selective Serena
sent to the writer in
The State News Boreal
46, Capitol Annex, Fr
Ky. 40601.
Q As an employer, 1






not change the law or re
as concerning deferment
Q. If a local board h
through the first 60 ran
quence numbers in ill
call, what about the ma:
number was between 1
but who was not called
he was thee deferred ai
lost his deferment?
A. He will not escapes
because each month -ea(
board starts back at
sequence number 1 to
month's call, and nrocet
-ward through the list of ni
Such action insures dial
trants who during the yea
the pool because they in
deferment or exernptioi
their number had been
will be selected the so
but before, men whose
has not yet been reached.
Q. I have a 11-8 studen
meat. Can I drop this del
and enter the 1-A or 1-A
and take my chances 1
on not being drafted?
A. Not unless you Cl
be a hill-time and satis
student, graduate or rot
24, whichever comes firs
Q. I am currently serl
required internship folloa
aduation from medical sc
June, 1969. My birthdate
ember 24, 1964, which
Indicate to me that my:
selection sequence numl
ould be No. 95. Following c
tion of my internship on
of this year, what will
chances of being inducto
Physician.
A. Random sequence se
does not apply to phys
Currently no call is anti
from the Department of D
se for physicians through
dar year 1970. The se
process with respect to I




Life and breath. The ti
Inseparable.
Hu.nan life begins with
gulp of air, a lusty cry fi
Infant's lungs. Unless
comes, the effects can be
The reasons for the ft
are fascinating. Before
the fetus exists in a lice
vironment in his mother's
Even his lungs are filled v
dd. But at the moment
the baby is expelled -
first, usually-into the air
As air rushes into his
for the first time, the 1
blood through his lungs
ases. The pressure of tte
is higher than that of the
in his young lungs, The
is forced out. The baby's
ing cry helps clear the
from his lungs.
Not all the specifics c
complicated process are
yet. But, according to Dr.
Ellen Avery-professor of
tattles, Faculty of Medicin
Gill University, Montreal
spoke at the 1969 annual m
of the American Thorach
iety,--the physiological me
sips of the first breath ar
eqtially the same for all aril
Further research on re
thin at all ages - for hi
aqd animals - will, Dr.
believes, deepen our under:
ing of the first breath. And
research on the first breatl
conversely, increase our
ledge about respiratory prol
atf all ages:
For more information
how our lungs work and ho
ean help keep them in good
injg order, contact yhur
respiraterafiseale Saida





FRANKFORT, Ky. — Like any
innovation, the random selection
system, the so-called draft by
lottery, raises the most ques-
tions in service-age Americans
and those close to them.
Below are those questions
most frequently asked regarding
the random selection sequence
and my answers to the questions.
Questions regarding any as-
pect of Selective Service may be
sent to the writer in care of
The State News Bureau, Room
46, Capitol Annex, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601.
Q As an employer, I am int-
erested in knowing if occupa-
tional deferments (11-A) are still
permissible under the lottery
system?
A. Yes. Inauguration of the
random selection sequence did
not change the law or regulatio-
ns concerning deferments.
Q. If a local board has gone
through the first 60 random se-
quence numbers in filling its
call, what about the man whose
number was between 1 and 60
but who was not called because
he was then deferred and later
lost his deferment?
A. He will not escape selection
because each month each local
board starts back at random
sequence number 1 to fill that
month's call, and proceeds for-
ward through the list of numbers.
Such action insures that regis-
trants who during die year enter
the pool because they lost their
deferment or exemption after
their number had been passed
will be selected the same as,
but before, men whose number
has not yet been reached.
Q. I have a 11-S student defer-
ment. Can I drop this deferment
and enter the 1-A or 1-A-0 pool
and take my chances in 1970
on not being drafted?
A. Not unless you cease to
be a full-time and satisfactory
student, graduate or reach age
24, whichever comes first.
Q. I am currently serving my
required internship following gr-
aduation from medical school in
June, 1969. My birthdate is Dec-
ember 24, 1964, which would
Indicate to me that my random
selection sequence number sh-
ould be No. 95. FollcnvIng comple-
tion of wiy internship on July 1
of this year, what will be my
chances of being inducted as a
physician.
A. Random sequence selection
does not apply to physicians.
Currently no call is anticipated
from the Department of D Defen-
se for physicians through calen-
dar year 1970. The selection
process with respect to physic-




Life and breath. The two are
Inseparable.
Hunan life begins with a big
gulp of air, a lusty cry from an
infant's lungs. Unless , the cry
comes, the effects can be tragic.
The reasons for the first cry
are fascinating. Before birth,
the fetus exists in a liquid en-
vironment In his mother's womb.
Even his lungs are filled with liq-
uid. But at the moment of birth,
the baby is expelled — hea
first, usually—into the air.
As air rushes into his being
'for the first Whet the flow of
blood through his lungs Uwe.
ases. The pressure of the blood
Is higher than that of the liquid
in his young lungs. The liquid
is forced out. The baby's blast-
ing cry helps clear the liquid
from his lungs.
Not all the specifics of this
complicated process are known
yet. But, according to Dr. Mary
Ellen Avery—professor of ped-
iatrics, Faculty of Medicine, Mc-
Gill University, Montreal — who
spoke at the 1969 annual meeting
of the American Thoracic Soc.
iety,--the physiological mechani-
silts of the first breath are ess-
etftially the same for all animals.
Further research on respira-
tion at all ages — for humans
aqd animals — will, Dr. Avery
believes, deepen our understand-
ing of the first breath. And more
research on the tlrst breath will,
conversely, increase our know-
ledge about respiratory problems
atc all ages;
For more information about
how our lungs work and how you
can help keep them in good work-
ing order,, contact your local
resplratedirdiseige girsOciatiote
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J. Ed McConnell, President
of Kentucky Blue Cross, ann.
°mewl today that the Blue Cross
Board of Trustees has reaffirm-
ed their policy on Comprehension
Health Planning as it applies to
construction of new hospitals and
the addition of beds to existing
institutions. '
The Blue Cross Board, as a
result of inquiries about new or
added construction, toanimously
approved the following motion.
"All hospitals construction must
be approved by the appropriate
area wide planning agency, be
but on community need, and
meet all requirements of a Blue
Cross Member Hospital before
being considered for a Blue Cr-
oss Member Hospital Reimbur-
sement Agreement."
Kentucky Blue Cross has al-
ways contracted 'with hospitals
to provide needed health care
services for Blue Cross subs°.
ribers through member hospital
agreements. The agreement out-
lines individual hospital charges
for covered services rendered
patients who are Blue Cross
members. Reimbursement is ba-
sed on billed charges as deve-
loped by applying the "Princip-
les for Establishing Hospital Ch-
arges"enclorsed 14 the Kentucky
Hospital Association, _
The Blue Ctiiss Boardof Tres-
etprillitad growing
that institutions might be built
In Kentucky or enlarged without
regard to the Comprehensive He-
alth Planning process or need
• and, thus, could result in an in-
crease in the cost of health
care. Any additional hospital bed
capacity built without strict ad-
herence to community needs co-
uld affect the current occupancy
levels of existing facilities and,
as a result, affect their ability
to unweimize services which
would increase the cost of pro-
viding care.
Mr. McConnell stated, "Plann-
ing is synonymous with good
management. We recognize the
monumental task and forward
strides made by the State Com-
prehensive Health Planning
Council as well as the regional
planning councils. Good planning
can decrease the total cost of
mecilciil Mid hospital care - and
prevent highly exposiveduplica.
lion. The philosophy of effective
planning deserves the Support
of the entire community since
this process does provide a
mechanism to orderly develop
the needed facilities and servic-
es oi a community and thus serv-





Mrs. Zelda Cunningham, Rte.
1, Dexter; Wayne Murphy, 1615
Farmer, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
Mahan, Rte. 8, Murray; Mrs.
Rosa Clayton, 701 Murray Ct.,
Murray; Buford Brown, Box 491,
Murray; Tally Alexander, Rte. 1,
Puryear, Teen.; Lee Garner, Ha-
zel; Mrs. Effie Watson, 627 Ellis,







Mrs. June Young and Baby
Boy, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Joe
Jones, Box 4, Hazel; Everett
Oliver, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Pearl Byerly, Rte, Erin, Tenn.;
Larry Young, Rte. 1, Murray;
Miss Susan Jones, Rte. 1, Har-
din; Ernest Madrey, Rte. 1, Me





Louisville, Ky. - Television
star Robert Young, recently na-
med Ambassador for the 1970
Easter Seal Campaign , was the
principal speaker for a campaign
kick-off meeting in Louisville,
Monday.
Young, who first gained fame
as a film star and now stars in
the successful "Marcus Welby
M D-.." series, visited Louis-
ville Mcaday and today (Tuesd-
ay) as part of a nationwide per-
sonal appearance tour in behalf
of the National Easter Seal Cain-
Deign.
The campaign, which continues
through March 29, Easter Sun-
day, is the principal source of
funds for sport of the state-
wide rehabilitation programs of
the Kentucky Easter Seal Society
for physically handicapped child-
ren and adults.
Young's interest in the rehabil-
itation of the handicapped grew
with his starring role in "Mar-
cus Welby, M.D." "Welby is not
the old family or country doctor
Image," says Young, "but one
who is urbane, well-to-do and
knowledgeable in total medi-
cine."
"I've seen .the really great
things that are done for crippled
boys and girls in this country,
and Kentuckians can be proud
of playing a part, of beine a
participant in this wonderful
work for the past 46 years,"
said Young.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray,
state chairman for the Easter
Seal Campaign, announced that
the Kentucky Easter Seal Society
last year provided care and tre-
atment for 4741 physically ban.
dicapped Kentuckians.
Of the total, 4348 of whom
were children, and 393 adults
received treatment and other re-
habilitation services flnced
Mainly by gilts- to the
Easter Seal campaign, herepoct-




' Murray State University has
been named to administer a
$5,500 scholarship fund provided
by the R. 0. Wilson, Sr., Memo-
rial Foundation, Lexington, M. 0.
Wrather, chairman of the schol-
arship committee at Murray Sta-
te. has announced.
Nmerican guides; but onis a few
will he of Japanese ancestry.
Most are college students major-




The fund will provide a $275
scholarship each year to a Ken-
tucky high school boy or girl
wishing to further their educe-
tion in the field of agriculture
or home economics, Wrather sa-
id, although students who wish to
study in other fields also will be
considered.
Although Murray State will ad-
minister the scholarship, a recip-
ient of the grant may choose to
attend any of the state-stepported
colleges or universities in the
Commonwealth, he emphaAteed.
The scholarship is primarily
for first-year students, he added,
pointing out that, in some cases,
the grant may be continued dur-
ing the sophomore year. If an
upperclassman is selected to re-
ceive the grant, an announcement
of the selection will be made by
March 1 prior to the scholar-
ship's effectiveness in Septem-
I-SAK A, japan- (I. P1)-1:1w ber, he said.
pavilion at Expo 70 will be Any Kentucky high school see-
zraL ;tettier MITarin1j Anglicattatifolw 
may be obtained by writing to
Mr. M. 0. "'rather, Chairman,
Scholarship Committee, Murray
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Miracle Marg.  3r1,Lnbi. $1
Dutch Queen
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FREEI 1 BAR OF
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DRUM SILT used, good I
tion. Phone 753.7530 altm
p. ra.





ONE of the finer things
-.Blue Lustre carpet a
Rent electric shampoo.
Western Auto, Home of
Wishing Well".
AEC REGISTERED Peki
puppies, $50.00. Phone 75
after 4:00 p. nt. and on
day and Sunday anytime
ONE 19011 Messey-Ferguso
Bel 135, multiposver, 900
like new, 8 It pick-up
tLree bottom 'plow. Phone
1568.
BOYS SPRING and winter
es, size 10 and 12 husky.
like nem maple end table
coffee table. Phone 474-
14 FT. Aluminum boat vi
h. p. motor. Call 438-2429
4:30 p. m.
- La= • NEW -110-lash----el
' -Raft;
TEN REGISTERED Angus
some with calves at side, c
calve soon. Phone 435-430
WALL CABINETS, pre-bull
pre-finished, reedy to
Ideal for utility rooms. 1
per Pt. Ken-Ten Building Si
Murray's plywood center,
Maple St. 7534583. •
SHELL CAMPER to fit lose
pick-up truck, $75.00. F
492-8748.
CB RADIO and all 23 Ha
blued. Phone 753-8542. ]
ONE 7-INCH Craftsman t
saw. One wood lathe, 12
swing. Both complete with
ton. See at 528 South
Street, or pheine 733-9869.
ELECTRIC HICATERS, a
meet range, drop leaf table
safe, chairs, chest of dra,
dressers and baby things. .
erson's, 3 miles north of
ray on MI. Phone 759-32
CASH AND CARRY. New
mint just arrived. Heavy
$3•95 wl• yd.; Candy Stripe !
density rubber back, $2.91
yd., while it lasts. Heavy
pile, $3.95 sq. yd. Comme
type hi-density rubber 1
$3.05 sq. yd. Other carpet,
sq. yd. Special: 3 bolts a
while it lasts, on sale at




er and dryer, yellow, al
new. Phone 733-7337 or ,
7:00 p. m. call 489-2355. /
BASSET HOUND. Price
Call 7534888;
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 80,
only six months. Must
Set upon private lot at 102




12-14, almost new, $5.00 e
Also La-Fayette microph
250 and 50,000 OHMS, 20 f
cord, desk stand, never u
$20.00. Phone 753-7820
5:30. 144
DRUM SET. Zildjian cpx
Ludwig drums, seat, cases
everything. Call days, 751'
or after 5:00 p. m. 753-38
arm. 'STAIR FOR Si
BY OWNER: brick house in
eel, extra large corner lot,
conditioned, electric heat
carpet. Call John SIMMOIL
753-1713 or after 3:00 p. m.
692-8264.
LOTS 404 and 405 in Pine-E
Shores, beautiful lake view.
so lot 124. Make Offer. PI
762-6196 or after 5:00 p.
436-5862. 11
BUILDING LOTS on Hwy.
at Paris Landing 'State 1
across from new eighteen I
golf course. Phone 753-9869
753-8391 end ask for I
Thompson.
BY OWNER: Th res-bedn
home, living room, family no
Arpeted. baths, utilty
arage. On half acre lot It
erable loan, with Little or
'awn payment. Phone 7534'






DRUM SET, used, good condi-
tion. Phone 753-7530 after 5:00
p. m.
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10' x
52'. Furnished, air-conditioned,
carpeted, eleotric baaeboard
heat. Reasonable. Phone 753-
9215. M4C
ONE of the finer things of life
-Blue Lustre carpet cleaner.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, Home of "The
Wishing Well". • M-4-C
AKC REGISTERED Pekingese
puppies, $50.00. Phone 7534418
after 4:00 p. m. and on Satur-
day and Sunday anytime.
M-7-C
ONE 1966 Massey-Ferguson die
tel 135, multiperwer, 900 hours,
like new, 8 ft. pick-up disc,
tLree bottom plow. Phone 753-
1568. 11-54
BOYS SPRING and winter cloth-
es, size 10 and 12 husky. Also
like new maple end tables and
coffee table. Phone 474-2327.
18-5-C
14 FT. Aluminum boat with 14





TEN REGISTERED Angus cows,
some with calves at side, others
calve soon. Phone 4354962.
M-5-P
WALL CABINETS, pre-built and
pre-ftnished, ready to hang.
Ideal for utility rooms. $15.00
per ft Ken-Ten Building Supply,
Murray's plywood center, 207
Maple St. 7534582. mec
SHELL CAMPER to fit long bed
pick-up truck, $75.00. Phone
492-8748. M-11-1).
CB RADIO and all 23 Mamma-
blund. Phone 753-8542. MS-C
ONE 7-INCH Craftsman bench
saw. One wood lathe, 12 inch
swing. Both complete with mo-
tors. See at 528 South 6th
Street, or phone 753-9869.
111-64
ELECTRIC HEATERS, apart.
at range, drop leaf table, pie
safe, chairs, chest of drawers,
dressers and baby things. Dick-
erson's, 3 miles north of Mur-
ray on 641. Phone 753-3218.
M-6-C
CASH AND CARRY. New ship-
ment just arrived. Heavy Shag,
$3-95 sq. Yd.; Candy Stripe high-
density rubber back, $2.99 sq.
yd., while it lasts. Heavy cut
pile, $3.95 sq. yd. Commercial
type hi-density rubber back,
$3.95 sq. yd. Other carpet, $2.99
sq. yd. Special: 3 bolts carpet
while it lasts, on sale at $1.99
sq. yd. Paschall's Discount
House, Hazel, Kentucky 492-
E0733. M-6-P
AUTOMATIC Frigidaire wash-
er and dryer, yellow, almost
new. Phone 753-7337 or after
7:00 p. m. call 489-2355. M-8-C
BASSET HOUND. Price $20
Call 753-8885. ITC
NOTICE NOTICE
ey, eyr, eys et,s 0.% et, •.t• CV!,






Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
s 0.0 QV:. (60 (6.., CV:. (6.0(6,0(6,0 (60(6.0




Corner of Sixth & Main Phone 753-5$62
SORtnne
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . . It will pay you to
chock on the price of these tiresl
e.s in 0 x• e 4. /I 0.1.
loo VI CO Co CO % ' Si 5, % V/ V/ VI V/ V/
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
8MinnOMINSIMMAINNINKV
HELP WANTED
LOCAL FIRM needs person with
accounting experience, prefer-
ably able to do general ledger
work. Write Box 32-P, Murray.
Ky., giving marital status, full
education with employment
background. 114-C
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60, used
only six months. Must sell.
Set upon private lot at 102 So.
12th Street, Murray, Ky. For
appointment call Fulton, Ky.








 WANTED: Waitress, 10:00 a. m.THREE SPORT COATS, sizes till 2:00 P. fn. NO phone calls. '67 CHEVROLET, 4-door hard-12-14, almost new, $5.00 each. Apply in person to Collie's Di- top, power, air, low mileage,Also La-Fayette microphone, nor at Five Points. hi43_,c A-1 shape. Call 753-4516.250 and 50,000 OHMS, 20 ft. of 
M-9-Ccord, desk stand, Dever used,




resents, central heat and air,
built-in range, ceramic We bath,
carpet throughout. Call or see
Gene Steely, Southable Shop-
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
753.7850. TIC
TWO-BEDROOM house on Ry-
an Avenue, possession immed-
iately. Phone 753-4753. M-5-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished base-
ment apartment. Electric beat
and air. Phone 7534347 after
4:30 p. rd. • 11-5-C
THREE-BEDROOM unfurnished
house, newly decorated, $90.00
per month. Phone 7512342
M-5-C
THREE-BEDROOM apartment,
newly decorated. No children.




53-8555 or 753-7958 ; or on
undays call 753-3139. M-5-C
NOTICE
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now asiallable at
Os Ledges,* limes Moe Sup.
ONCE A YEAR Special! Only
one left in stock, Wurlitrar
Spinet piano. Payments, $22.40
per month. Leach's Music &
T. V., Dixieland Shopping Cent-






1966 VOLKSWAGEN, red, 31,-
000 miles. Sharp. Local car.
Phone 435-4841. M-4-P
1989 CHEVROLET pick-up
truck, low mileage, like new.




1952 FORD. Runs good, V-8,
standard transmission. Phone
after 4:00 p. m., 753-4715.
M-5-C
1952 CHEVROLET 1%-ton truck,
flat bed, good condition. Priced
to sell. Call 437-5663. M-64
DRUM SET. Zildjian cymbal,
Ludwig drums, seat, cases for
everything. Call days, 753-1414
or after 5:00 p. m. 753-3519.
M-10-C
REAL ESTATE FOE SAU1
BY OWNER: brick house in Ha
ml, extra large corner lot, air
conditioned, electric heat inc
carpet. Call John Simmons a.
753-1713 or after 3:00 p. m.
4924264. TFC
LOTS 404 and 405 in Pine-Bluff
Shores, beautiful lake view. Al
so lot 124. Make Offer. Phone
762-6196 or after 5:00 p. m.
436-5862. 214-C
BUILDING LOTS on Hwy. 79
at Paris Landing State Park
across from new eighteen hole
golf course. Phone 753-9869 or
753-8391 end ask for Dale
Thompson. 111-5-C
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
home, living room, family room,
%irpeted. 1% baths, utilty and
•arage. On half acre lot Trans-
crable loan, with little or no
sum payment. Phone 7534749.
MAINTENANCE AND
SET UP MAN
Immediate opening for a
maintenance and/or set up
man.
Background in plant main-
tenance work or equivalent -
required.
-listerested applicants










WANT TO BUY complete fish
ing rig. Aluminum boat, trail-
er and motor. Call 7534030,
after 5:00 p. m. 'frac
1967 BUICK LaSabre, two-door








let two door hardtop. Blue.
Make bid. Can be seen at 204
South 4th Street, Murray, Mon-
day through Friday. Pd-1-C
1968 CHEVELLE four door se-
dan. Tennessee title. Light blue,
one owner, ..hew car trade in.
V-8 automatic, 13,000 miles,
$1875.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro-
let Inc., South 12th Street.
Phone 753-2817. M4C
SERVICES OFFERED
SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. 11
you are experiencing difficul-
ties with your septic tank eta
today, your pnbleans may be
solved by simply pumping out
your tank. Call Steely & By-
n rn, Soutludde Shopping Cent.
Ms Murray, Kentucky, 7101-7111*
TIC
WANTED: standing timber and
logs. dont ,ct Ira Scates, Hurray SAWS FILED, electric heaters
Sawmill and Limner co. phone snd all small appliances repair-
- iteethaw ed. 512 it So. 12th_e6t 7534067.
_ _ A.,441vhitu.„
CONVENIENT Food Mart, 808
Chestnut Street now has Ryans
All Jersey Milk. 14-8-C
A NEW beauty salon will
Thursday, March. 5, 1970 Jder
the management een
Turner at 208 South 12th St.
Selling Revlon cosmetics. Phone
753-3588 for appointment. Late
appointments. M-9-C
THE BEAUTY BOX is having
a Easter Sale on all permanent








For appointment call 753-7132.
Wanda Nance, Linda Pender-
grass. 14-9-C
BELTONE factory fresh hear,
log aid batteries for all maltil




7, 1 p. m. at the late Walaie
Lewis home 1 mile south of
Wiswell on Highway .783. Will
sell some household goods, sane
antiques arid farm machinery.
1-30 Ferguson tractor; plow;
disc and cultivator; Ford mow-
er; Case tractor planter; rotary
hoe; John Deere corn picker;
tractor harrow; rubber tire wa-
gon; tractor seed sower; boom
pole; wheel barrow; log chains;
lots of wrenches; grease gun;
tarps; f.shng esuipment; gard-
en band tools; jap seed; metal
hog feeder; 2 metal gates. 1048
Chevrolet 3,4 ton truck; chrome
dinette suite; 4 rockers; 1 re-
cliner; coffee table; Jenny Linn
Bed; jars; jugs; milk cans; wash
kettles; rotary tiller; Carpenter
tools. Too many items to men-
tion. For inforusation call: Otto
Chester, Auction Service, 435-
4042, Lynne Grove, Ky. 1TP 
NOTICE
a
1967 Buick Skylark. 4-door hardtop, factory alr.
1967 Buick LaSabre. 4-door hardtop, factory air, all
power. Real Sharp.
19611 Buick Skylark. 4-door hardtop with factory air,
power steering. Real nice.
1964 Buick LaSabre. 4-door sedan. Power steering and
power brakes.
1964 Buick Wtid Cat. 4-door hardtop. Extra clean. New
tires. Power steering and Brakes.
1965 Chevrolet. 4-door sedan all power, factory air.
Local car.
1967 Chrysler New Yorker. Air and all power.
1953 Ford. Runs good, $95.00.
1966 Volkswagen Fastback with factory air. Local car.
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION
Corner of 6th and MaIn
1144
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES WANTED TO BUT
$100 WEEKLY Possible -home WANTED: Gana used fun size
typing, addreming. Guaranteed manual typewriter. Phone 753-
plan. Details 25e. Homework-6736. 11-5-NC






For High School Proms
Will Be On Display
Throughout this week
and Weekend.
Assortment of New Styles
Place Your Order Early




Across from 1A.SU Library
M4-C
WANT TO BUY a 10' x 16' (ap-







Mrs. Marilyn Paulk and Baby
Girl, 1711 College Farm Rd.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Ivie Sadler, Rte. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Doris Timmons, Rte, 1,
Benton; Mrs. Ruby Harris, 723
Nash, Murray; Mrs. Vickie Lynn
Mouser and Baby Girl, Rte, 1,
Murray; Mrs. Sonya Futrell, Rte.
5, Murray; John Sawyers, Rte. 3,
Puryear, Tenn.; Master James
Bryan 111, 804 Minerva Place,
Murray; Mrs. Ninnie McCallum,
Box 92, Puryear, Tenn.; Elmus
Rudolph, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Emma Pride, 214 Main, Clay;
Mrs. Bernice Morgan (From
Cony. Div.), Rte. 1, Murray;
Miss Myrt Coleman, (Expired),
Rte. 2, Murray; in care Of Forr-
est Coleman,
Ittgi a quick hot gingerbreadmix sugar-preserved apri-
cot jam with enough boiling


























































































43-Swiftly flowing 57-Note of scale
part of river 59-Beverage
46-Vessel 60-Weight of India
48-Insane 61-Title of respect50 Seeded 63-Republican52-Footwear (pl.)
53-Gull-like bird party (hit.)
ss-ot the same 67-Compass Point
material 69-Brother of Odin
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by Charles M. Schulz





ALL RIGHT. 00819S, YOU'RE .
HUTIPAH'S STAND-IN IN THIS
SCENE -ATTACK BY EVIL MEN
WHO WANT 70 XP HiA4 OFF
HIS BOAT. THESE BOYS ARE
PROS, AND ALTHOUGH THEY







by R. Van Buren
NOT YET, HE 5 NOT.





WEDNESDAY - MARCH 4 IVO PAGE FOURTEENTHE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY...mammy 
?;#1/1vetii
DISCOUNT
AST SIDE OF THE SQUARE Murray.
Open 9 A. M. - 5:15 P. M.
Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00






SPECIALS AT PAY LESS
100 CAS111 Register When You Visit Pay LessTo Be Given AwayNO PURCHASE REQUIRED
ALSO TO BE GIVEN AWAY 3 Mickey Mouse Watch Type Wall Clocks






































































• ikeidee Papa Mal quality
M less tkes Mier
Sale C
• Wide lieserinext el Wen






















































































Reg. or Hard to Hold
& Unscented























Reg. Or Extra Hold
& Unscented











EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE Murray
Open 8:30 A.M.-5:15 P.M.
Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00











receives a pin fro
from Mrs. Wayne




One criterion for ti
community is the IN
ceipts.
The Murray postofi
for 1969 totaled $31
1967 they were $21
To give you sand
Murray compares


















ed a four year c
Charlie Lassiter as
pupil personnel • f
four years starting .
In other action th
ed to buy a baritol
the band at Cello
High School
The board approl
of April 25 as Calk








meeting to go ahei
regular school cal
the week of 'April :
vacation for KEA
to be dismissed on
However the teac
if any more days
due to weather
these days will be is
ing the KEA vacati
Following the btE
ing the board memt
the New Concord sc


















female dog, six me
you have lost this d




three females, are f:
one for pots.' Phone
